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July 31, 1965 

QUANG TRI (1) 
·., 

The month of July in Quang Tri was a month of relative quiet nnd of slight 
gain in tt.e overall friendly position. It whould be emphasized that the 
quiet was only relative as there were 60 VC incidents but little VC initia
ted main force activity. The gains were slight with five memlets technically 
but sloppily pacified, most programs stuttering forward, and the political 
and economic situations evidently under control. 

Politically the Province is enjoying a period of quiet stability. The 
Province Chief rules with authority and courage, He spent a good deal of 
time during the past month out in the countryside meeting and talking with 
hamlet leaders and elders. A feature of his forays into the boodocks is 
that he tries to spend the night out there and did so three tDres in July. 
Despite overtones of politics and paternalism these excursions are most 
effective. 

The economic situation is bad, but for the time being, it does not seem to 
be geeting worse. White rice averaged about 9$00 per kilo during the month, 
kerosene 165$00 per can, wheat flour 28$00 per kilo, sugar 42$00 per kilo, 
and fish about 120$00 per kilo. A bottle of Larue beer often sells for the 
outrageous price of 40$00 when it is available. The road from Danang has been 
open most of the month. 

The VC incident and sightings rates remained about the same as during June, 
but things were decidedly quieter to the average man in the densely populated 
rice belt. Throughout the month, the initiative in the war was with the 
Government side. This is attributed to the fact that two large VC urits 
formerly operating in Quang Tri were probably operating in Thua Thien during 
most of the month, and ARVN and RFPF probably just do a little better job 
here t~an they do in many other places in the country. 

There were no new psychological trends Datable during the month. The people 
are frightened. For the most part, they would like to see the Government win, 
but they are afraid to show it. 

fi 
The arrival of some cement mil the clnric :it ion df so~ fiscal procedures 
have helped USOM supported programs Eeg!stered modest gains during the month. 
Self-Help is running well, as are most Agricultural programs; i.e. relatively 
well in a bad security situation. Refugees are not presently the problem 
here they are elsewhere in Region I. Nevertheless, refugee relief and 
relocation are handled poorly. The difficulties seem to be mostly adminis
trntive, but there is also the problem of lack of clarity in the official 
national or regional policy toward refugees. 
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July 31, 1965 

THUA THIEN ( 2 ) 

No unusual or changing political trends were noted during July. The secu
rity situation remained potentially dangerous but BViet Cong incidents de
creased in frequency. After o small flurry of assassinations at the begin
ning of July, no further overall pattern could be discerned in VC activity; 

there were numerous incidents of a harassment type and some attempts at 
interference with routes of ground communic ation. The economy remained 
static. No price increases were found in the real price of staple foods. 
A variety of items remained in short supply but not acutely so. A slight 
decrease in rice pricing was reported-pcssibly as a result of goverrunent firm- . 
ness about hoarding and speculation. The social and psychological situation 
remained moderatley optimistic with one extraordinary event: the last half 
of July witnessed the return of 68 former VC to their own government; in 
contrast, during the first six months of 1965, a total of 114 had returned. 
As of the end of July, over 200 persons will have returned to the government 
in 1965. In the instance of 68 noted .above, f avorable results are attributed 
to a strong GVN forces military attack followed by personal follow-up con
tacts in the same area, between previous ralliers and the populace. USOM 
suppcrted programs made better progress in July the.n in immediately previous 
months as a result of greater materials availability and a softening of the 
rural reconstruction budget impasse. 



July 31, 1965 

QUANG NAM (3) 

Lt.Col. Dong is about to be replaced by Lt.Col. Tung, I Corps Deputy Chief 
of Staff. There were VC attempts to subvert local Buddhist organizations such 
as placing BUddhist flags over houses where VC live and Liberation Front 
flags on pagodas, and of VC disguising themselves as bonzes. The Buddhist 
leadership is attmpting to disavow these actions and to preach anti-communism. 
There were no significant demonstrations and the Provincial Council has not 
been heard from since it was installed July l, Demonstrations were expected 
after two Cao Dai students were killed after failing to stop at a checkpoint. 
No demonstrations developed but Cao Dai leaders did put some pressure on the 
province chief. 

July was another month during which the VC, for the most part, avoided large
scale confrontation with friendly forces. The notable exception occured in 
mid-July in the southern part of Quang Nam where a VC daylight attack was 
made on forces clearing Route #1, resulting ir/heavy losses on both sides. 
VC harassment continues at a high rate, particularly by mortar attacks on 
district headquarters and almost daily incidents (snipers, mines, roadblocks, et 
etc.) on Route #1. Route lh :..·emains open to traffic which cont~nues to flow, 
but he who negotiates the road does so on a "heart in mouth" basis with cons
tan"br fear of incident. Constant harassment and the closing of the Cau Lau 
bridge now makes the traffic flow tenuous at best. The arrival of additional 
US Marines permitted an expansion of Marine operations. Marine units have 
been concentrating on ·clearing VC combat villages around Danang and it has 
been taking them much longer than anticipated, thanks to extensive VC tunnels 
and other devi '..'2 s. In essence, the VC have played their role in July in low 
key, building up their combat villages and networks while refraining in 
general from large-scale actions. The major problem for friendly forces con
tinues to be the lack of sufficient personnel. 

Prices in July remained at about the same --.!Vels as in June with few increases 
and several minor decreases. Rice continued to sell for about $VN 1,300 -
1,700 per lOO•kilos in the isolated districts .and the GVN has not been able 
to effectively deal with the situation. In addition, the refugees are having 
some difficulties in obtaining sufficie~t amounts of rice at government
controlled prices, at least partially c·1e to transportation problems. Prices 
continue to rise in Danang. Coupled wi"th a growing employment problem among 
the refugees, the Danang price increases m·ay have wider and more disastvous 
effects. 

over/ ••• 
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July 31, 1965 

QUANG NAM (cont'd) 

With slightly more than half the population in areas under VC control, 
only the people living along the ma jor arteries appear to side with the 
GVN. The continuing ability of the VC to operate almost at will, parti
cularly the significance of their ability to do so during daylight, has 
undoubtedly we akened the people's confidence in the GVN. The resettlement 
of 2,000 refugee families, finally getting up stream, may make some points 
for the government, but the~e are probably more than counter-balanced by the 
increasing nurroers of civilians killed or injured by military action. 

Refugee resettlement has top priority and it is hoped will move at a faster 
pace. The Hamlet School program, after a late start, is now under way and 
the teacher training program appears to be s atisfactory. There have been 
no new S8lf'-Help projects but more are expected as the refugees settle in. 
Previously-approved Self-Help projects, for the most part, are maing good 
progress. The Agriculture programs are moving along in some respects and not 
in others. The loss in February of an American agricultural expert is now 
having its effects. The SYP is moving along at a fast pace and is closely 
linked to refugee resettlement. Chieu Hoi and the Mobile Cadre are the 
weakest sisters in the USOM program. . I 
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July 31, 1965 

DAI-TANG CJ:TY (3A) 

VC "suicide sqrn d" broke through US defenses <lt the south s·:.d of the air
field in the early morning of July 1 and mortnred ror otherwise destroyed 
several aircraft and killed one nir policeman. Sj_nce that time defenses 
have been reinfo:rceci. but, while the 1narines are capable of smashing large 
scale attacks on the Danang area, repetition of such small actions will be 
extremely difficult to prevent. 

There n~e indications thot the city govermnent is becoming more effective 
in detecting covert VC octivity in Danong. 

Some results nre show:i.ng from efforts to contr:il cu:crency circulation. Rice 
stocks remain scnrce wihh supplies adequate only fac cu:rrent needs. There 
is not yet nny backlog of food commodit:i.es building up to cover eventuralities 
whcih mny develop dur:'.ng the r ainy se<Json either fran notun1l cntostrophes 
(such as floodi ng or typhoons) or VC activity. The mnyor is mnking an eiE'fort 
to control prices, which have spiraled upward steadily in the past several 
weeks. Also, new regulat i ons :prohibiting traril.ing in US cu:rrency h~we put a 
considerable cripp in the black mc:irket e~~change r ate. Estimates here range 
depending on the nize of the bill fro::!l llO to l for a $1 bill to 125 to 1 for 
tens and twenties. 

The "austerity" :i;,01:;.cy of the GVN has hi.Id ao mensurable effect on attitudes 
among the people since lnst month. The sense of foreboding reported here 
has dissolved ·with the continuing secure and insulntcd otmosphere. 

A potential aren of concern pertnins t o, the reloc2tion of f2milie s from near 
l;! 

the perimeters of the airfield. The evntuol goal is to :cE:locnte about 650 
" frunilies from arens irmnediately adjacent to the field, where they constitute a 

security haznrd, to areas north and vest o-f t he field nearer the Bay of Tourane. 
Some of the affected f amilies have already been shifted two or more times and. 
were understnndably reluctant to move again. The mayor hss spent considerable 
time and effort to explain personally to the people involved the imperative 
necessity to move tmC. the oe!lefits the go'1erm1~nt is prepared to provide those 
people being moved, Initial resction was slow; after the first fnmilies were 
coerced by ·.nili tary arii civilian police, sufficient inertin was achieved to 
accomplish a stendy flow of relocatees . At this time nbout 150 families have 
been moved. All interested parties, Vietnamese as well as U.S., will conti
nue to watch this potentially explosive situation, 

over/ ••• 
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July 31, 1965 

DANANG CITY (cent'd) 

The arrival of a large quantity of cement and roofing in Danang at the 
beginning of the month enabled the Danp ·g government to embark on several 
programs, notably in hamlet construction Gnd schools. The problem of 
financing the three projected ATS remains unsolved pending action in Saigon. 
The month of July was critical in the current reconstruction program. Plan
ning could not be completed until after the arrival of commodities had set 
an upper limit on construction. This construction in most cases did not 
begin until late in the month, with the unfortunate result that much of the 
short dry season was lost for building purposes. 

1· 
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July 31, 1965 

QUANG ·~Dir ( 4) 

The most important political event of the month occured on July 1 when the 
newly elected Provincial Council was convened for the first time. The 
members, chosen in what may be described as a fr E:..: election, represented 
a fairly wide variety of politico-interest group. It is interesting to note 
that the VNQDD pnrty occupies only three positions on the council. While 
this party continues to be politically preponderant because of the powerful 
appointive governmental positions its rr£mbers possess and because of its 
predominance in the provincial political action teams, it does not seem to 
have the popular base it one claimed. However, no other one political group 
can match its size, and organization, and leadership in Quang Tin. 

Two anti-communist demonstrations took place during the month, one July 9 
in which only a few hundred persons participated, and the other on July 20, 
which as e~sewhere in Vietnnm stressed the tren<:;lof "Unity for the Liberation 
of North Vietnam." Approximately 7,000 were actively engaged in this latter 
demonstration. 

July was militarily quieter in Quang Tin than June. Th:! VC initiated 34 
incidents as compared to 43 lnst month. The areas and populntion which the 
provincial government claii~s it holds rema in about the same as June's: an 
area with 170,000 people controlled by the Viet Cong; 145,800 people under GVN 
control; and 27,200 people in partially controlled areas. 

National Highway # 1, though badly damaged and periodically ·interdicted, 
remained open to daytime civilian traffic and regular militnry convoys for tre 
entire month. East-West land routes are under Viet Cong control. 

No new hamlets met the criteria for pacification, leaving the total the same as 
last month: 13 out of 426. However, the provincial government using a looser 
interpretation of the six criteria devised by I Corps C.mmander General THI, 
maintains that 42 hamlets may be classed "pacified". 

While it is true that the Viet Cong continues to tax incoming rice and other 
food products; the market places in the GVN controlled areas are well stocked 
daily with a wide variety of goods. Ment, textiles, gasoline, and fish sauce 
prices remained stable. The prices of some essential goods rose, however: 
beer rose from $VN 25 to $VN 30, tin sheets $VN 100 to $VN 150, lubricating 
::tl $VN18 to $VN35, salt from $VN 6 to $VN 7 per kilo, and rice $VN 8 to $VN 13 
per kilo. Eggs and sugar dropped in price. Fish is plentiful, inexpensive, 
and fine in quality. 

over/ ••• 
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July 31, 1965 

QUANG TIN (cont'd) 

Cement and other construction materials continue to be scarce causing a 
complete halt in most government building programs and curtailing sharply 
private projects. This situation will continue c~itical until USOM 
matericiS can be transported into the province whether by highway, sea, or air. 

The loyalty of the populace seems to be best described by the cliche': "They 
have a tendency to go along with whichever side controls, with no strong 
feelings for either cause." In addition the populace in Quang Tin generally 
does not willingly give inte~lligence to the GVN concerning Viet Cong .._, 
activities . 

No real anti-American has appeared, though the VC may have convinced many 
of the peasants around CHU IAI that the US Marines were responsible for 
burning 185 houses in the July 9 raid on Ky Hoa village. On the other hand 
the Marines have created good will by actively engaging in mutual aid projects 
for the newiy relocated village near the CHU IAI base. 

Other f actors on the brighter side are the 3,566 persons treated by MEDCAP 
teams during July, and the $VN70,200.00 paid to the victims of GVN military 
operations. 
The overall mood among the people must still be characterized, however, as 
neutral at best. 

Although the security situation remains rather critical in Quang Tin, one of 
the factors which would undoubtedly strengthen the government's position in 
the eyes of the neutral populace would be its capability to carry out the 
rural reconstruction programs it has proposed. The government has made the 
promises, limited though they may be, and it must carry out at least the most 
conspicuous of these, or it obviously is ineffective and untrustworthy. 

Two or three "conpicuous activity projects" exist in Quang Tin. The refugee 
centers and their need for wells and other sanitation facilities is one. A 
Second project of this nature is the hamlet classroom building program. And 
third might be the repair and maintenance of the main arteries of transporta
tion and commerce. i.e. National Highway #1. 

All attempts by USOM to obtain the necessary materials for the implementation of 
even these most conspicuous and essential projects have failed in the past 
month. Perhaps August will bring a solution. 
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July 31, 1965 

QUANG NGAI ( 5 ) 

Overall, the situation in Quang Ngai province deteriorated during July, 
as it did in June. Among key f actors inducing this trend was (1) continuing 
VC military success highlighted by its ma jor victory at Ba Gia on 5 July, 
(2) unimpressive performance by province officials in many problem areas, 
especially their failure to provide relief for bulk of refugees, (3) Province 
inability to obtain materials necessary for rural reconstruction and other 
construction activities (USOM bears a heavy share of the blame for this). 

A quiet truce prevails between rival political parties and also between 
religious groups. People are primarily concerned ~~th survival. Most are 
politically apathetic. The Provincial Council has met once according to the 
Province Chief, but has not done any work. According to some observers, at 
least half of the council are VC sympathizers and most are not well-known or 
highly regarded persons locally. The Province Chief believes that the Council 
is likely to be a problem and a hinderance and is thus not presS::ing it into 
action. One council member has resigned. 

The Province Chief is personally very active in touring the Province, fostering 
and attending meetings, rall:ies 8nd ceremonies, both civil and military. He 
makes n special point of asking the MACV and USOM representatives to accompany 
him an'.l. never fails to mention and praise the helping role of the US military 
and USOM. He speaks frequently on Qunng Ngai Radio and seems to be increasingly 
effective in promoting public unity and confidence. On the other himcJ, these 
efforts are largely multified by the inability to provide public security 
from the VC, relief for the refugees and to get commodities for the rural 
reconstruction program moving. 

A number of rumors have circulated that the Province Chief is about to be 
replaced but there has been no evidence available which would tend to give 
credibility to these stories. 

The security situation h6s continued to deteriorate slightly. Aside from the 
ma jor defeat inflicted by the VC at Ba Gia on 5 July when they captured two 
105mrn howitzers and overran the post in 7 minutes, there have been no major 
confrontations. The VC has continued its war of steady harassment and attri
tion against friendly forces and has continued to make gains on the ground. 
Two district headquarters can be reached by road without significant danger. 
Three others are usually accessible by day providing some military force 
accompanies. The other fire are accessible only by air and even then at some 
risk of ground fire from the VC. Eleven hamlets were lost to the VC in July, 
8 in Tra Bong District and 3 in Son Tinh District. 

over/ ••• 
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July 31, 1965 

QUANG NGAI (cont'd) 2 

Friendly defensive power is maximized by judicious use of air and artillery 
bombardment and by aggressive patrolling and cle aring activity. The limited 
number of friendly forces does not permit this t actic to be used as extensively 
as desirable and precludes holding and securi.ng most of the areas cleared. 

Prices continued to rise during July for most commodities, including such key 
items as rice and cement, and averaging at least 10 percent. Food and commo
dities generally were in shorter supply by the end of the month. Unemployment 
was rife and growing. Labor costs (wages) decreased. Little GVN money other 
than bureaucrats' salaries moved into the economy. Only about one fifth of 
registered refugees were fed or paid and these considerably less than the 
standard allocated by the GVN. Rural reconstructio~ projects and resettle
ment payments were few and nil respectively. Milcap funds were not used at 
all. Sugar production available for sale outside the province was estimated 
at 1/6 of average and one thrid of l ast year crop, but a dispute over prices, 
subsidies and costs, coupled with transportation problems, has blocked market
ing. Road convoys (military) and individual trucks continue to transport 
significant (but insufficient) quancities of goods from Danang. They are 
subject to VC attacks and VC "tax" payments respectively. 

There is some hope that the economic deterioration may be arrested, or at 
least slowed, by early inaugvration of sea convoys from Danang, and by break
throughs for action in the realms of refugee relief and rural reconstruction 
and resettlement. Both USOM and MACV representatives are pushing hard to 
induce arrl assist such action by province officials. 

Psychological situation continued to deteriorate during July, primarily due 
to the worsening of the economic; social (i.e. ref'ugee) and security situations. 
The destruction of Quang Ngai's radio transmitter tower by a VNAF helicopter 
jockey decreased the GVN's ability to communicate with the people for about ten 
days until a temporary expedient could be rigged to put the Government voice 
back on the air. Although reduced in power from 10 kilowatts to 250 watts 
it could reach adequitely most of the GVN controlled areas in the lowlands. 

Province continued to fall f ar short in handling both refugee and rural 
resettlement problems. The toall of refuge es (regist~red and others estimated) 
reportedly dropped significantly during July from nearly 100,000 to perhaps 
as few as 80,000 despite an influx of several thousands refugees from Ba Gia. 
This decrease, unfortanately, appears ·to be the result of discouragement and 
disillusion with t he GVN's l ack of ass istance , culminating in the view that a 
hard, risky life at home in VG-controlled areas was better than homelessness 
and starJation under Provincial auspices. Negligible sums were spent under the 
rural reconstruction budget during the month. 

over/3 
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July 31, 1965 

QUANG NGAI (cont'd) 3 

Public morale will continue to decline, should VC successes continue and 
GVN-USG efforts continue to be inadequate to meet the challenge of providing 
security, aid for refugees and reasonable economic stability and social 
welfare services. On the other hand GVN successes in these problem areas 
could reV!f!rse the current negative trend. 

USOM continued to provide negligible support to provincial programs. Our. 
local stock of advice was plentiful, but most other items were either "out 
of stock" or "no longer stocked," both here and in Saigon. During the month, 
USOM was unable to supply any cement by any means, nor was it able to respond 
effectively to a considerable number of requests for assistance from the 
Province Chief. This relatively ineffective perfor~ance shared the onus with 
the central GVN authorities and local province officials for the virtual 
standstill of most USOM supported programs in Quang Ngai. It also put the 
USOM Provincial Representative in the unfortunate position of having to say, 
"do as we say, not as we do." Fortunatev, USOM Saigon was able to respond 
pranptly and positively to a few of the Province requests, as USOM was not 
entirely discredited. 

Thanks to the efforts of many, it seems likely that the supply bottleneck 
will be broken in August by the inauguration of sea convoys of junks between 
Danang and Quang Ngai. However, USOM efforts locally will fall short unless 
better support is forthcoming from USOM Saigon. Promises have been made 
and forgotten. Cables have gone unanswered. This sort of ball-dropping, if 
continued, will not permit the development of an appropriate working relation
ship between the Prov. Chief and the USOM Representative, and will continue 
to impede the success of the programs which we are committed to support. 
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July 31, 1965 

KONTUM (6) 

The provincial continues to maintain effective government in spite of serious 
supply and security probl~ms. The elected members of the Provincial Council 
were sworn in. They constitute a beginning of representative advice for the 
Province Chief. 

It is difficult to determine if security is 
number of VC is said to be increasing. The 
lost during the month, but was recovered by 
fleeting a trend of stiffening resistance. 
at Dakto demoted to private and imprisore a. 

improving or deteriorating. The 
District Capital of Dakto was 
determined military action re
The VNA Captain who commanded 

Roads that had been thought to be insecure now carry some civilian traffic in
cluding province supply trucks, however no military actions were undertaken to 
make this improvement. 

While there have been shortages of food and fuel during most of the month the 
people appear to have maintained reserve supplies and life continued unnotica
bly liminterrupted except for minor grumbling. A USOM airlift brought ih some 
food supplies and for a few days food arrived over Route l9 but less than 2,000 
bags came in by roads. No fuel or other supplies came in by road. With the 
road again closed Kontum is dependent upon air for supply. Several province 
trucks were caught at Qui Nhon and are presently unable to return. There is 
virtually no fuel in the province. 

The movement of the 22nd Div and their families out of Kontum in addition to the 
outward flow of many prominent families of officials and citizens from Kontum 
has made the populace uneasy. Talk is prevelent of a VC assault on the town. 
Requests for space to move families out ore numerous. T1E Province Chief has 
been instructed to move out his family and have his government workers also 
move their families. 

For much of the month the technical service activities were idle due to a 
misinterpretation in II Corps of a Saigon order releting to the Rural Recons
truction Budget. It was thought no money could be spent except for going 
projects and cadre salaries. The true instruction was that no money was to 
spent for projects in insecure areas. The Finance Chief advises that money 
is now available and the service chiefs are being informed and prompted in the 
execution of the Rural Reconstruction Budges. USOM supported programs have 
suffered in this period. 
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July 31, 1965 

PHU YEN (6) 

:During the month, the VCs stepped-up their demonstrations against the GVN. 
and US. VC-inspired demonstrators demanded the release of their husban0s/ 
sons whose services are presently engaged by ARVN. The demonstrators u~~so 

P=~~ested against air strikes and indiscriminate artillery firing by Fritndly 
Forces. 

On the other hand, some GVN-sponsored activities have counter-balanced tre VC 
effort. These activities include support for refugees, consolidation of 
hamlet governments and organization of entertainment and cheering committee s 
to bosst the morale of ARVN troops. 

The security situation remained about the same • . The VC continued their road
mining activities. They also engaged in such activities as hamlet harassments , 
kiddappings and banditry. Fr±endly Forces, however, conducted a series of 
successful air strikes against VC hideouts which reportedly incurred consider
able losses in personnel and supplies. Moreover, the ARVN conducted search-· 
and-destroy operations in areas immediately outside the perimeter of GVN control. 

Two significant changes in the GVN military organization have occured during 
the month. First, the province became a part of the 22nd Div Tactical Area; 
and, second, the 47th Regiment took over the province as a replacement for· the 
44th Regiment. These changes should bring about bet~er relationships between 
and among the various military units in the province. 

The econmmic situation has continued to deteriorate, and, it seems rather 
remote that immadiate and permanent solutions can be worked out to allevie.te 
the plight of the people. This could be attributed to a number of inter
related factors: (1) the unimproved security situation, (2) com~unication 
difficulties brought about by VC sabotage, · and (3) decreased agricultural 
production. 

It is heartening to note, that some USOM foodstuffs and supplies are now 
being shipped to this province by commercial junks from Nha Trang. At least, 
some temporary relief measures can be instituted to resupply urgent operatio:1s 
in the province. 

The present economic depre~sion in Phu-Yen has caused disturbances in peo~le 1 s 
normal pattern of livin~. There has been a marked increase in the number of 
refugees who come from VC-controlled areas. These refugees seem to be dis
enchan~e~ with VC aouses as the VC have reportedly raised truces and imposed 
more restrictions. 

over/ •. • 
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July 31, 1965 

PHU YEN (cont'd) 

Due to security problems, the GVN was unable to relocate refugees and their 
status (as refugees) would probably continue indefinitely. 

The shipment of sizeable quantity of USOM commodities from Nha Trang to Tuy
Hoa should enable the GVN officials to pursue the activities planned under 
the 1965 Rural Reconstruction Program. But the prevailing security situa
tion and the current economic depression pose big stumbling blocks. 

To stabili~e the price of rice, the Province Chief, the MACV Sector Advisor 
and this USOM Representative, in coordination with the key officials of the 
province, the district chiefs, the village uhiefs and some private citizens, 
agreed to buy from farmers all rice in excess of their own needs and to keep 
this as reserve stock for the entire population; and, to effect a systematic 
rationing of rice to the people at government-controlleq(price. 

I 
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July 31, 1965 

BINH DINH (7) 

There are some repercussions expected after the beating up of a Buddhist monk 
in Binh Khe district by a Special Forces interpreter. Allegedly contraband 
runmunition and weapons were found in the tenple. Also impending is evacuation 
of the district capital in Van Canh, despite strong opposition of American 
military advisors. The reason given is the problem of resupply, the desire 
to shorten supply lines and establish solid Hop Tac support. 

Security situation on a par with last month. As soon as the radio revealed 
highway 19 inland was opened, the VC blew up a bridge just outside of An Khe 
but it can now be bypassed by jeeps. Convoys did go both East and West from 
here to Pleiku for about a week. Travel to Tuy Phuoc, Phu Cat, and Phu My 
possible by road, but eoch one progressively more dangerous. VC set a mine 
outside Special Forces camp in Tuy Phuoc, which killed a mother am. child. 

There was a complaint by indigenous population that the increasing number of 
Americans was driving prices up. The US army is attempting to inform military 
personnel of accepted prices, and the Vietnamese are cooperating by informing 
local merchants of acceptable maximum prices. If this move is followed through, 
it could help the local situation greatly. Outside, Q,ui Nhon, rice and food 
shortages still acute, making prices perhaps 50-100% above average. 

Province has set up a rationing standard for rationing of food, figuring five 
kilos of bulgur and one litre of cooking oil per person per month for refugees. 
!be increasing number of refugees adds to the problem of treating all fairly. 
Presently we are attempting to distribute a circular to determine more accura
tely the needs of each center. Mllny places complain that they still haven't 
received the government allowance of rice and piasters, especially for the 
months of June and July. Funds are slow coming out from Saigon. We are 
starting to see signs of "professional" refugees, content to live in camps and 
take handouts. Some people mrn t live outside camps because of overcrowding 
compounding the problem. 

Cement and roofing were supplied to the Chieu Roi center for the building of 
a kitchen and dining room. The 63 hamlet teachers mentioned in the ladt report 
finished a seven-week training course last week, and USOM Rep. attended the 
graduation. Displays of their efforts were impressive. Another class starts 
next month and the principals wants our support for additional classrooms. We 
are also suppcrting building and expansion of schools in the refugee centers. 

The Province Rep. has been invited to be a member of the Provincial Consult
ative Council for Economic Affairs, which helps direct and control price trends. 

I 



July 31, 1965 

PLEIKU (8) 

As a result of the recent change in government in Saigon the II Cor~s 
Conn:nander, General Nguyen Huu Co was transferred to Saigon to accept a 
ranldng position in the new military government, General Vinh Loe was 
assigned as new II Corps Commander and assumed control during the lost week 
of June. The former Province Chief, LtCol Vo Van· Ba was rew'":'arded for his 
eleven years work in Pleiku Province by b~ing assigned to So'igon. Major Ho
Vinh was transferred from a Saigon position to Province Chief of Pleiku, 
and assumed control on July 12. The vacnnt position of Deputy Province Chief 
for Security was filled upon the arrival of Capt Vo Von Mi, also from Saigon. 
It is expected that these two new young ambitious proviqcial officials will 
stimulate the local popuJntion to exert more effort in iinproving the security 
situation in the province. 

Further evidence of interest in Pleiku on the port of the central government 
wns shown by the visit of Prime Minister Ky on July 24 and 25th, The Prire 
Minister addressed s rally at the ~·fontagmird Vocntional Trciining Center on 
the 25th. 

The security situation continued (.o deteriorate throughout the month. Route 
19 to the coastal areas was reopened on July 19, but ofter the withdrawal of 
the security troops it again become o risky venture to make the trip to Qui
Nhon. The VC continue to operate at will in Le Thanh and Phu Nhon Districts 
and continue to establish hamlet governments, Reports have been received 
of company sized VC/YNC units entering hamlets located in the so-called 
secure area. Local Popular Forces defense units o.re forced to withdrciw as 
they are unable to resist the superior sized and equipped VC forces. 

The route to Kontum (route 14) wss reopened during the week of July 26th 
however, route 14 to BonMeThuot continues to be interdicted and impassable. 

It can expected that the VC will continue to expand their politic.al as well 
as their military efforts in the areas surrounding Pl::dku City. 
The reopening of route 19 to Qui-Nhon on July 19 served to alleviate, at least 
for the immediate future, the shortages of basic commodities which were in
creasingly acute at the time the road wcis opened. The city wcis without 
electricity (except for public buildings and street lmnps lit for reasons of 
security) from July 15 to 18. Present supply of diesel oil for the electric 
plant will lost until August 14. At present, various parts of the city cire 
d~prived of electricity for various periods of time. A total of 677 tons of 
rice was brought into Pleiku during the period route 19 was open, bringing 
the totcil of rice in or delivered to province hands since the first of the 
month to 851 tons, of which 123.1 tons have been distributed through July 28. 

over/ •• 
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PLEIKU (cont'd) 

Distribution still in progress. All the rice is being rationed by the pro
vince on the bnsis of 25 kilos to fnnilies of 5 nnd less, 50 kilos to families 
of 6 and more, distributed twice a month. Little rice was brought in commer
cially over route 19, nnd rice on the locol mnrket still costs 18 to 20$VN 
per kilo. Prices of ment per kilo remnin ot 120$VN for beef nnd 150$VN for 
pork; sugnr is at 35 $VN to 40$VN per kilo; kerosene 400$VN per cnn (20 leters 
Supplies rer.iain short.) 

In Le Thnnh District, the greater part of Phu Nhon district and considerable 
portions of Le Trung district, VC control continued undisturbed during the 
month of July, and VC influence over the populations of these nreas may be 
considered to hove increased accordingly. Morale among the population of 
Pleiku City nnd its i!Jr.lediote environs, on the decline during the first half 
of the month due to increasing coEmodity shortages, received a c::msidernble 
boost when the road to Qui Nhon was opened on Jly 19 , thereby reducing short
ages for the tine being. Denonstrntions of interest in Pleiku and its people 
on the port of II Corps CoI:Jnonder Genernl Vinh Loe and Prime Minister Ky, who 
visited Pleiku on the 24th and 25th nay also hove raised morale somewhat. 
Morale Gl!long the over 5,000 refugees in Pleiku remains low, due to poor housing' 
nnd continued dim prospects of return to Le Thanh district, from where the 
overwhelming majority of them fled. 

Due to the poor security situation in the province, and the directive fron the 
new II Corps Commander suspending all rural reconstruction activities until a 
review of the security situation hnd been completed, nll USOM supported pro
grams hove been at a standstill during the past month. USOM hos continued 
to provide conmodity support for the expanding refugee relief progrDI!l. Supplies 
of bulgur, blankets, rice and cooking oil were received from Saigon and turned 
over to the Social Welfare agency for distribution to the refugees. 

Due to the unavailability of rood transportation from the coastal areas for the 
past two nonths the supplies of roofing nnd c.eoent hnve both been seriously 
depleted. This situation is handicapping progress in construction of the 
refugee center, as qwell us other projects previously approved under 1965 rural 
reconstruction progron. 
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July 31, 1965 

PHU BON (9) 

The Chief of State, Prime Minister and other high ranking Vietnamese Officials 
visited the Province during the month. Enthusiasm exhibited on the part of 
the Province Officials and the population was negligible. Although numerous 
signs were scattered throughout the Capital only the Civil Servants and small 
organized groups of Montagnard attended the ceremony. All speeches were given 
in Vietnamese with the majority of the audience being Montagnard. 

The mortaring of the Provincial Capital on two diffirent occasions last month 
exemplifies the lack of security, not only within tl'E Province, but in the 
Provincial Capital. Additional troops have been sent to the Province with the 
mission of guarding and protecting the Capital. These troops form a perimeter 
around the ~pital. This by no means indicates the Capital ·is secure as was 
evidenced by the mortaring. If conditions are favorable it is believed that 
the VC will attempt to overtake the Province Capital despite the increase in 
friendly forces. 

The rationing of rice is working effectively. The Province has cut down 
almost or:e half of its rice consumption. During the month all people within 
the Province Capital were ordered to re-register with the police. Each person 
received a certificate when he re-reeistered and this certificate along with 
the family booklet and normal ID card has to be presented prier to the purcha
sing of rice. There is no evidence whatsoever that black marketing of rice is 
taking place. All rice that enters the Province goes directly to the Provin
cial warehouse and distributed through one contractor. The price of rice 
remains at 8.7 piasters per kilo. 

It is estimated that over fifty percent of the shops in the Capital are closed 
due to the lack of supplies. Tl'Ese shops artl. more will be be closed until 
an attempt is made to open the routes of communications. Future trends: a 
continuance of the present economic crisis. 

It is estimated that within the Provincial Capital at least seventy five per
cent of the population have constructed fox holes or bunkers in the front of 
their horres. In some cases people are sleeping in their bunders. The people 
are well aware of the indefatigable efforts of the VC. This results in nume
rous people camping at the airstrip daily in hopes of obtaining air transport
ation out. In short, the people are. scared. In this particular Province it 
is not that the people under~estimated the actions of their Government, they 
don't understand them. 

Public Works activities within the Province Capital and the construction of 
classrooms in the Capital are the only major programs in operation other than 
ref'ugee support. All other USOM supported programs will continue to lag until 
the security situation eases. 

i 
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July 31, 1965 

DARLAC (11) 

The political situation continues to dete:ri.orate relative to the worsening 
economic situation caused by VC control of all highways in and out of the 
Province. The provincial and district officials cannot Circulate more than 
a few kms. from their Hqs due to the security situation, therefore the 
government presence is not felt in the countryside. The confidence of the 
people towards the government has lowered during the reporting period due 
to (1) inability of the government to keep the province resupplied in basic 
commodities, (2) continued price rise for foodstuffs and other basic commo
dities, (3) inability of the business and merchants to import or export 
goods for the continued conduct of their businesses, (4) continued deteriora
tion of the security situation. 

VC effectiveness continues to be characterized by better tactical organiza
tion, larger unite, unconfirmed presence of PAVN units and Chicom weapons. 
Trends: Denial to GVN of use of highways to create economic problems and 
disatisfaction among the populace thus pointing up the lack of GVN control 
and authority in the province. 

The refugee situation created by people abandonning their hamlets and concen
trating at district Hqs and vicitity of Prov Hqs (estimated 13,000) is at 
present beyond the province's capability to adequately due to the lack of air 
transport from province to district and a shortage of commodities. Four 
hundred and eighty tons of rice was air-lifted into the province during the 
month and it is not getting much beyond Provincial Hq and vicinity and Dis
trict Hqs. Province has established rice rationing as follcws: Normal ra
tion adults: 650 grams per day, under 10 yrs of age 300 grams per day; Heavy 
labor 850 grams per day, Hv laaorers under ten: 400 grams per day. 
The economy of this province is slowly but surely coming to a grinding halt. 
Normal exports of rubber, coffee, corn, and string beans cannot be made due 
to highways being under VC control. Canned milk and sugar are non-existent 
on the market, Rice is transported into the province by air by USAF and 
USOM with token Vietnamese airflights. All commercial construction has 
ceased due to lack of cement and gasoline to transport construction material. 
We are at the point where mail is being flown by USOM courier between Ban
Me-Thuot and Quang Due. 

Social/Psychological situation is : rather bad, but nothing that the opening 
up of Highway #21 could'nt reverse. 

Our warehouses are empty, Province has no gas and programs are generally at 
a halt. This could be reversed by opening up Highway 21. The input of USOM 
commodities · into the Province during the month was negligable due to the con
centration of rice movements. 

I 
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July 31, 1965 

KHANH HOA ( 12) 

No political problems were noted during the po.st month. All npparent efforts 
of locol authorities were concentrated on the efforts to stabilize the price 
of goods, ond tQ minimize speculation. 

VC incidents continued its gradual increase during the past month. Atrocities, 
os for the past two months, continues to take the lend. The bulk of activities 
is centered in the District of Dien Khnnh and secondly, in the district of 
Ninh Hon. Ninh Hoo District, previously relatively free from VC activity, hos, 
during the change of District Chief two months ago, been approximately 50'1/o 
lost to the VC. 

The past month witnessed c slight continuation in the rise in the cost of 
living. Basic itens, such ns rice, sugar, milk, are still in short with the 
populace having to pey higher prices for them. Block nnrketing nppeared to 
be less preyulent during the past nonth with the higher prices on most items 
ond the scarcities due to transportation difficulties. It is felt by the 
USOM Representative in Nha Trang, that a considerable , ru~ount of the difficulties 
presently being encountered could be lessened if more ships (LST-type) could 
be utilized for shipment of colill!lodities fron Saigon to the Constol Port Cities. 

In Nho Trang City ns well os in the countryside, for the past nonth, there 
has been a fear of the possibility of fm:i.ine, The shortage of rice coupled 
with mony otter item shortages has placed this fear in the minds of the people. 

There hns been n tendency on the port of the populace to exhibit o growing 
distrust of the military os well os Governmental Officio.ls. The roots of this 
growing discontent lies in the increase of corruption in the Province, For 
example, with rice and cenent, the individuols of authority ore receiving the 
opprovol for legal purchases of rice ond/or cemant over nost individuals who 
have no "in" with Governnento.l officio.ls. After the i te1:i.s ore purchased 
legally, they are then sold on the block market for 100-200'1/o profit. 

All of the USOM supported programs were tenpornrily stopped during the nonth, 
due to o telegrn,~ received by the Province from the CRRC, instructing the 
Province to do so. 

On the 28th of July, 1965, n re-evaluation wos started of sone of the project 
sites in respect to existing security. 
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July 31, 1965 

TUYEN DUC (14) 

No significant changes occured in the political situation during the month. 
People have a "wait and see" attitude towards the Central GVN. Pa.li tic:: 1 · 
effoi'tE!~at p:D ·.rinc irl..'icveL~·re generally favorable. The elected Provin
cial and Dalat Councils are functioning with some positive effect as advi
sory bodies to the Province Cfuief. Economic problems tend to monopolize 
the energies and resources of the local government. 

The general economic situationi/deterorated furtrer as the road from Dalat 
to Saigon remained impassable to vehicle traffic. On several days, the 
province rice stocks were depleted and airlifts were called to supply a 
limited ration for the population. Road #11 to the coast has remained open 
but most imported items are in short supply with gasoline , sugar and milk 
rationed when available . Several hundred tons of vegetaoles have rotted 
in the fields with only small runounts being airlifted out. Coastal shipping 
for vegetables proved unsuccessful. Farm supplies and animal feeds also 
in short stcyply. Slaughter of pigs critical due to iack of feed grains. 

Faith in the GVN is being reduced as economic pressure increases. The VC 
are blamed but the GVN is criticized for its inability to keep the roads 
open. The coordinated efforts of agencies involved in psywar activities have 
shown considerable improvement but without rice - words are empty. The 
Social Welfare Team an:l. Provincial Committee, and student groups have also 
been active during the month. 

USOM supported Programs: MA cadre generally unsatisfactory, Montagnard 
resettlement support very effective, self-help progressing· but affected by 
economic pressure, Rural Affairs Ministry's cut in cadre quotas adversely 
affected RR programs, public works slow to begin RR projects so STAT Team and 
ARVN Engineers to ca:rry out some projects, teacher's training continuing and 
school construction to begin soon, Construction of DaThien Dam approved, 
hydrojet well drilling budget approved, Montagnard development activities 
generally effective, rural health program weak ar:d the rural electrification 
cooperative progressive on schedule. 

The security situation remained the same with only occasional incidents 
involving small units. Major incident involved a VC company action against a 
hamlet bordering Dalat. Two hamlet chiefs were kidnapped in other incidents. 
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July 31, 1965 

QUANG DUC (15) 

SecUl'ity has become worse with respect to hamlet .atto.cks and road inter
diction incidents. Travel along some roads is still possible although long 
trips must be done with escort. A 12 yea:r old Montagnard girl was shot and 
killed attempting to flee from tlE VC when sr.~ and others tried to return to 
their old village for rice. Twenty people were taken f:rJm Nghi Xuan hamlet 
but all except five Otwo men, three young girls) have been returned after 
a 7 days lecture class. 

The economic situation has become very critical especially foodstuffs such 
as salt, sugar, soy sauce, nuoc mam, milk, etc. Only five tons of this type 
food was flown in this month. The P:rovince Chief is exercising good control 
of food rationing and prices. Additi onal assistance is required as people are 
more concerned with obtaining food than carrying out their jobs, which is 
natural and no real progress will be made in province until · food stock 
can be built up so people don't worry about a shortage. 

All USOM supported programs requiring construction, except the fish pond, 
have come to a halt. Lack of cement and building materials, which cannot 
be transported into the province due to the gas shortage, remains one of the 
biggest obstacles. Secu:t±ty is not the beggast obstacle confronting the 
implementation of these programs. · 
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July 31, 1965 

LAM DONG ( 16) 

The general attitude of the population towards the control government reraoins 
oputhetic, however there are no signs of uctive opposition to it. 

Mnjor Viet Cong incidents duxing the nonth included two anbushes of governnent 
convoys on highway 20. There were nunerous r epo:rts of stopping of civilian 
traffic and propaganda lectures in hai1lets. The resettlenent center of Gia-Boe 
on highway 8 .between Dilinh and Phan Thiet wus abandoned because of Viet Cong 
attacks. On the night of July 21 a VC bonb wrecked the USOM residence and 
doouged the adjoining office. 

The blockade of highway 20 continued throughout the nonth. Rice stocks\dwin
dled to as low as o one day supply and severe rationing and price control was 
enforced. To insure constant supervision of distribution, rice was sold only 
by village officials at village and haralet offices. The price of rice increased 
approximately 2 piasters per kilo over the nori~nl price due to the additional 
cost of transportation. The Information Service placed banners ot rice distri
bution centers to explain thr.t the shortage of rice and price increase was due 
to the Viet Cong. A snoll m:iount of rice was air liftei' .~~1to the province and 
a 12 day supply wus shipped by boat to Nha· · Trang and transported by convoy 
to Boo Loe. Plones transporting :>"5.cr. to ~3:).0 foe returned tea to Saigon for the 
Ten Cooperative. This enabled the Cooperative to continue to pay the normal 
price to formers for teu, whereas the comnercial del:,ers were paying less than 
half the regular price. 

The continued shortage of rice and other cnDnodities due to the blocknde of 
highway 20 hos hod a serious effect on the nornle of the people. Large tea 
plantations ore continuing norranl operations but owners are apprehensiV.e as to 
the future if the rood blocks continues. Despite the fact that o progrmn hos 
been initiated to construct bunkers near all government buildings, the general 
population does not appear to be worried about a full scale VC attack upon 
the provincial capitol. Reports indicate that the residents of DiLinh, the 
other district capitol, do fe ar such on attack. 

Most of the USOM programs continue to be held up due to luck of cement and 
other co:raraodities. Lack of sufficient trucks has also hindered the resettle
ment of refugee~ and other progrru~s . Major efforts during the month were 
devoted toward securing airlifts of rice and tea. 

l 
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BINH TRUAN ( 17 ) 
July 31, 1965 

There . has been no significant change in the political situation this month. 
The return of control of the Nat 11 Government to the military and subsequent 
spartan attitudes and austere policies have had very little, if any, effect 
at this level. 

Anti-VC feeling among the population in the secure areas appears to be high. 
It seems that as a by - product of the increased tactical air support in this 
province there has been a general raising of morale of the people sympathetic 
to GVN. Recruiting of the RF forces continues to exceed the ability to 
clothe and equip the new troops. 

There has been no significant change to the security situation in Binh Thuan. 
Roads are controlled by the VC and freedom of movement in the southern three 
districts of the Province is extremely limited. There has been a significant 
decreases in VC incidents this month and no_ m~jor engagements between VC and 
GVN forces since May 17. _ 

TlE Province is concerned over the lack of adequate rainfall. 'rhc unnmi<>l 
shortage of rain for this period has already affected the corn crops as much 
of the seed failed to germinate. The inland districts (Thien Giao & Hoa Da) 
are being severely hurt by the d"'ou,:sht .. The use of fertilizer this ye nr is 
being reduced to 300 tons versus 1100 planned. Both factors will significant
ly reduce the Province 1 s normal rice harvest. 

Prices of commodities are continuing to show n steady rise as a result of· the 
VC controlling the reads and closing the roilrvad. 

There continues to be an apparent upsurge of grass roots conunitment to the 
GVN cause. This was first noted last month with a remarkable jump in recruit
ment of additional regional military and para-military forces. 

A decided imporvement was in the VIS field where new vigor, courage arxl 
flexibility of operation was observed. This was primarily due to closer super
vision and coordination by the JUSPAO member of the country team and also be 
cause of the application of their limited facilit:ies to a more restricted, 
and hence, more manageable area. 

There has been no significant imporvement in the Rural Reconstruction Program 
since June. Overall it is still unsatisfactory. Province has asked CRRC for 
a 5Cl'/o percent increase per NLH classroom funds and approximately 3Cl'/o increase 
for Provincial Development projects. This increase in fund is believed to be 
necessary to interest contractors in bidding. Materials have taken a sharp 
increase and the problem of fuel for the contractors trucks and equipment is 
a major procurement problem. It is hoped that if the increase are granted 
contractors will be more inclined to bid. If something isn't done to alleviate 
the fuel situation for civilian use the Rllr'al Reconstruction Program will fail. 
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July 31, 1965 

BINH TUY (18) 

The political situation is unchanged from last month. The Province Chief has 
not gotten out as much as he should, even for a short visits to secure hamlets 
and refugee centers. His Deputy for Security has represented him in all 
ceremonies outside the province headquarters. The population is wondering 
who really is the Province 6hief •• R~ported VC political orientations were few 
and ineffective. 

The 51st Ranger Battalion, ARVN, has been relocated in the immediate area and 
hes conducted several search and sweep operations. Highway One has been rela
tively free of VC activity other than a few reported small scale VC Tax 
operations. 

All bridges and culverts are now repaired and operational at this time. Public 
Works people in this province have done an excellent job under some really 
hazardous conditions. 

MA.CV Sector Team #82 has conducted air strikes using all available fixed wing 
and helicopter craft hitting known and suspected targets throughout the pro
vince. Hiep-Hoo and Van-My have received the majority of the effort. On 
27 July US Naval elements bombarded VC assembly and training areas in the 
locale of Hiep-Hoa coastal and immediately inland. 

It appears that the assignment of Binh Tuy province to III Corps Tactical 
Zone has resulted in greater military support. 

The reported increase of VC taxation units and harassing actions in long Khanh 
province have reduced vehicular traffic into this province. It is reported that 
they are increasing the tax levies, burning Saigon newspapers, and generally 
creating doubt as to the ability of GVN to provide security between provinces. 
Shipments of charcoal and fish by road to Saigon has been reduced by 4o% over 
last month. 

The PsyOps Connnittee could be more active at this time. A few leaflet drops 
were made and a broadcast plane was employed. These appear to be a "do some
thing" type of action rather than a well-planned coordinated effort, to gain 
the maximum results.' 

In USOM-supported programs, 265 piglets were purchased and o contract was let 
for 16 water-buffaloes. Actual construction of 22 classrooms started~ 
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July 31, 1965 

LONG KHANH (19) 

There have been no indications of anti-GVN or anti-American attitudes:• 
A meeting was held promotions the "North Liberation Front". 

The security situation remains about the same not any worse, but still very 
unfavorable. A few hamlets can be reached in safety by auto, but chopper 
must used for visits to most. The VC have increased their harassment of 
hamlets beating or killing hamlet officials and destroying development projects, 
bridges an:l roads. 

Farmers are still harvesting fresh corn, soybeans and greenbeans. The pro- 1 

ducers of .fresh corn are suffering because the price received is now less 
than the cost of production. Consequently more of these farmers are becoming 
actively interested in the yellow-corn-for-export program. The price of white 
rice increased from $VN 7.55 to 7.81 per kilo, while the black market price 
exceeds 12.00 $VN per kilo. One reason why we cannot find contractors to bid 
on construction projects is that the labor shortage is becoming acute. 

In July, 200,000 leaflets were dropped by helicopter throughout the province; 
one VC defector found his way to the Chieu Roi Center. The RF and PF are 
participating in civic action projects such as road construction and hamlet 
self-help projects. The Filipino civic action/Psywar team has been withdrawn 
from the Province without explanation. Two lambrettas for Psywar/civic action 
have been released to this Province by MOI/Saigon. The VIS has just completed 
construction of an outdoor movie screen for daily showings of propaganda and 
entertainment films. 

For the past few months the deputy chief for administration has been dremning 
up every delaying tactic possible in regard t~ approval and/or release of 
funds for various development and special projects. Finally, just a few days 
ago, he in effect admitted that he is afraid~ approve expendituEes because 
such approval might not be in accordance with Saigon's interpretations of any 
"Guidelines" that have been issued; and that he is afraid to release money for 
projects that have been approved because the District Chiefs probably will 
not submit the proper justifications for such expenditures. 
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July 31, 1965 

PHUOC LONG ( 21. ) 

The people in Phuoc Long are not really concerned with what Saigon does as 
long os the essentials for living ore ovoilnble. The fact remains that Song
Be, along with three other district areas were either overrun or hit uery 
bod· despite the presence and efforts of GVN. As people anywhere, they fear 
for their lives. 

The security situation is, ns always, the top prbrity in Phuoc Long. Nearly 
every night one or more of the district headquarters ore probed. At present 
GVN and US officials are walking and driving around the capitol area quite 
freely. The nddi tion of ninety (90) nore national policer!len should rnoke the 
people feel a bit more secure. 

Economically, the province is in bod shape. All bridges out of the capital to 
the districts hove been blown up during the post two weeks. All of our supplies 
hove to be air-lifted in. Supplies cannot get out to the districts, except 
by chopper which we don'd hove. The Province Chief hos asked the III Corps 
Tactical Zone co:r:nnonder for the use of o H-34 chopper three doys n week. If 
granted, this would be o boon to the province. 

The people ore worried about another attack on Song Be, since the VC have 
announced they would try again. 

Unless USOM sends cement to Phuoc Long, there won't be any USOM supported 
projects except to order rice and fuel. USOM hos provided a number of sheets 
of roofing and nails to cover the artillery battery headquarters. In the 
near future, a sewing center will be set up and USOM provided rnochines will 
be used. 

\. 
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July 31, 1965 

BINH LONG (22) 

Viet Cong activity has increased throughout the province and there have 
been reported assassinations of hru:tlet and village officials. The hamlet 
chief of Hung Yen and the hamlet chief and deputy har:ilet chief of Dong
long ho.mlets were assassinated. Viet Cong sabotaged bridges at Tan K.hni 
and Tao O. Personnel losses were heavy on both sides during the month and 
the number of Quy Chanh returning to government control has increased. 

There appears to be sufficient food for the local population. Locally 
grown vegetables are in abundance but rice, meat and fish are scarce as a 
result of the VC roo.dblocks. There is a shortage of fuel as the province 
was supplied with only a few thousand liters of gasQline during the month. 
Salt and beer are now available. Prices appear to be firming up although 
they are higher than last month 1 s. Morale of the local population is 
improving. 

The psychological warfare section increased its activities for National 
Shame Day (July 20) holding meetings, talking to people, and dropping leaf
lets in hamlets. Building has finally begun on a number of USOM supported 
hamlet schools. 

·J 
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BINR DUONG (23) 
July 31, 1965 

Political stability continues to prevail in at least two areas - Phu Cuong 
and Lai Thieu. One District - Phu Giao is in a period of transitlon and 
the inevitable confusion exists. 

The security situation is similar to that in contiguous ~rovinces. Four 
district capitals are accessible by chopper only, Very few villages are 
accessible at all. 

Prices for most commodities are rising. Rice is getting harder to obtain 
each day, but just from observation, the market in Phu Cuong appears very 
prosperous. Phu Giao is on the verge of economic collapse since few supplies 
have come in since early July. 

Salt is rare and one some days went up to 20$ a kilo, Charcoal went from 3.50 
to 4.50 piaster a kilo because the VC refused to allow firewoods trucks into 
the producing areas. The VC no longer wanted to collect taxes from the truck 
owners but threatened to fire at the truck tires or burn the trucks if they 
caught them. The charcoal produces have little remaining wood supply for their 
kilns and must buy their wood supply as best as can. Profits are decreasing and 
some are considering closing their businesses. 

Of the 2400 odd refugees in Phu Cuong, a large percentage have been dispersed 
to other areas; to Gia Dinh for resettlement, back home to Dong Xoai and one 
group at Lai Thieu is still supported by Social Welfare. At present, there is 
a total of 771 families of refugees consisting of 3,476 persons - 1346 adults 
and 2131 children. 254 are rubber tappers from. ThunnI.oi Plantation, the 
remainder are merchants and laborers. The tappers have been recruitid by th: 
Michelin Company to work in Dau Tieng Plantation in Tri: Tam Di.strict, Binh 
Duong. 167 families from Boi Loi, Van Hanh and Ba Nha have been relocated in 
Ben Cui, Ben Sue and Dinh Thanh, Tri Tam Di.strict, These families have received 
relocation money ranging from 1,500$ to 3,500$ according to the size of the 
family. The province has provided them with land for housing, These families 
are now self supporting. The remaining 604 families in Phu Cuong, Chau Thanh 
Di.strict are waiting to return home. Assistance have been given them by Social 
Welfare and by USOM, 

-------~-........ ~ 
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July 31, 1965 

TAY NINH (24) 

The month of July was nu rked by the departure of General 1€ Van Tat from the 
office of Province Chief, and his replacement by Major Ho Due Trung. While 
consternation greeted the news of General Tat's departure, which was un
expected, the new prov~nce chief gives the impression of being both capable 
and vigorous; and appears anxious to cooperate to the fulle0 with all in
volved in the US military and civil effort. Unfortunately, there are indica
tions that he does not enjoy the support given to his predecessor by the Cao
Dai clergy, who boycotted the Change of Command ceremony and pointedly did 
not invite Major Trung to important ceremonies relevant to the laying of a 
Cornerstone at the Holy See. Nevertheless, Major Trung is going about his 
duties with determination and vigour; he has already devoted a great denl of 
his time to visit outlying areas in an effort to win further recognition and 
support among the peasantry. USOM Tay Ninh will bend every effort meanwhile 
to lend the new Province Chief all possible assistance in his new and difficult 
assignment. 

There has been a marked increase in VC activity during this period, which has 
been characterized by attacks in company strength on RF/PF outposts. Attempts 
were made to disrupt lines of communication by the erection of dirt mounds and 
the detonation of culverts. On July 20, the VC attacked Tay Ninh City with 
grenade throwers, wounding three RF soldiers. 

The weather picture remains unchanged, except for a further increase in pre
cipitation as the monsoon progresses. Surface travel to most hamlets connected 
by road is still possible as long as proper security is provided. 

The apparent inability of GVN to reimburse its numerous provincial medical 
personnel (health workers, medical assistants, etc.) is regrettable; it has 
been responsible for a decline in the quality and availability of medical 
services throughout the province, since cadre cannot be expected to remain at 
their posts without pay for an indefinite period. At the present time, there 
are only four doctors (besides the medical personnel in the Philippine Surgical 
Team) assigned to a province, whose population totals 232,000, and two of these 
are military. The news that there ~ill be a replacement for the departing 
Surgical Team, was particularly welcome, since their departure would have other
wise left a void which, would have had serious consequences. 

The teacher training course is proceeding well; and construction has begun on 
50 of 77 classrooms funded for 1965. It is expected that most, and possibly 
all , of these will be completed prior to September 1. 
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July 31, 1965 

HAU NGHIA (25) 

Viet Cong - GVN conflict . continues to be marked by gradual GVN forfeiture 
with enemy moving. into voids. Certain omount of VC apathy' apparent . in slow
ness with which they exploit demonstrated GVN weakn'.essess. Some antipathy 
expressed among Catholic officials at return of Ambassador lodge, with pre
dictions of Saigon street demonstrations that failed to materialize. A 
feeling of uneasiness by Province Chief on his continued tenure - apparently 
based on fact he was Q;uat appointee and is without high connections. District 
Ch:ief appointment and removal appears to be at discretion of echelons higher 
than provincial level - greatly ham-stringing Province Chief's capability 
to enforce program accomplishments. Two civilian demonstrations against 
artillery firing during the period. One on 15 July at Bao Trai involved only 
25-30 women from So Do and Tan ll'iy hamlets, and was dispersed quickly. Second 
on 26 July at Trung Lap Village involved 400 people (mostly women) and was 
difficultin disperse. Amount and type (unobserved and interdictory) of fire 
is such as to precipitate demonstrations even without VC stimulation. Pro
vince claims missions are ordered by 25th Div Cmndr and even joke about how 
useless they are from strmdpo::int of killing or harassing VC. The Prov Rep 
is convinced that this type action is alienating the civilian population 
beyond all hope of recall and is useless. 

The security situation is bad and deteriorating. Thirteen people killed in 
ambushes on National Highway #1 during period. Twelve more killed in two 
day period (26-27 July) on main provincial road leading out of Bao Trai from 
minings. Two separate forays into Cu Chi District Town made on night of 
25 July by VC - one to shoot up PF quarters, am a second to assassinate 
intelligence squad members, Significant to note that no countering action 
was taken all night within a District Town and VC given run of area, Numerous 
similar instances furing period. GVN is literally siit .. :intefbehind barbed wire 
at night allowing VC to pick time and place of action - to his advantage. 
Daylight operations continue to be the well-advertised, several battalion, 
no contact type supported with pre-strikes of artillery and air. ABC TV 
crew forced to seek sheltera during daylight form VC small arms fire within 
provincial capital. 

Price rise in rice has plateaued - but at level 30% higher than July 1964. 
First class rice running from 950 to 1090 piasters per 100 kilcs during 
period, Tremendous increases, up to 100%, have been noted in poultry and 
eggs, and the price of Biere Larue has risen f~.l?m 9,5 $VN to 12$VN. This is 
attributed by provincial officials to hoarding on the part of the farmers, 
partly to drive the prices up and partly as a result of increased interdiction 
of road by the VC . 

over/ ••• 
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July 31, 1965 

HAU NGHIA (cont'd)~ 

Military advisors at the Trung Lap Ranger Tng Ctr report a concerted VC 
effort to intimidate farmers not to supply the Trung Lap town. Final pro
duction figures for processed sugar from file p Hoa shows a 1965 total of 
8,140 tons, ab8ut lo% less than in 1964. If planned defoliation of the Vaico 
cane planting area takes place, production will go down about 5Cfl/o in 1966. Of 
possible economic and political significance is the fact that the recent rash 
of minings on the Hiep Hoa - Bao Trai-Cu Chi road coincided with the termina
tion of major truck shipments of sugar from Hiep Hoa. Rice plantings made 
in May are up to 24" in height and some are n8w beins transplanted. There 
will again be only one crop, althoueh double and triple cropping of rice is 
possible in this area. Currently, there is less water than norm.al this time 
of the year, and some difficulties are being experienced in the more fertile, 
higher location areas. Also as a result of the comparative dryness, more 
than the normal drunage is being done by insects, particularly grasshoppers, 
and spraying of insecticide is far less than desired. Approximately 15% of 
crop yield is estimated to have been lost to the insects. 

Med Cap, llt hours of broadcasts by Psywar Helicopter transported personnel, 
and actions of Chieu Hoi platoon on a person to person basis constituted the 
major psywar efforts during the month. On the VIS side new activities in
cluded the installation of loudspeaker equipment in outposts in the Due Hoa 
and Cu Chi Districts, thus ·'allowing radio broadcasts t::i hamlet personnel. 
Approximately 50,000 leaflets were air-dropped during the period. Demonstra
tions were held throughout the province on 20 July to celebrate the Victory 
or Reunification effort over or with NVN. These displayed varying degrees 
of effectiveness, with the one at Bao Trai having a negative impact due to 
poor planning, lateness in starting, degradation of personnel forced to 
participate, and the lack of enthusiamm of all participating. A demonstra
tion was h:!ld on 26 July in Due Lap village shortly after a Lambretta Scooter 
was blown up on the Bao Trai - Cu Chi road by a pressure mine, killing eleven 
civilians including three ~hildren, a pregnant woman, and several older 
citizens. 

The school program is well underway with four classrooms completed, construc
tion begun on 25 more, out of the 58 authorized for 1965. As of the date of 
this report, additional roofing was being picked up in Saigon which will 
permit the program to continue without any delay caused by shortage of mate
rials. Teacher training has gone exceedingly well, with all 65 of the tea
chers still enrolled and completed the second month of their course. 

over/ ••• 
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July 31, 1965 

HAU NGHIA ( cOnt 'd) 3 

The Self'-Help Program still is not off the ground, although 33 of 35 
authorized projects were formally approved on 14 July. Initial issues of 
cement (240 bags to each district) to support this program were made by 
USOM based on the approval, but no f'unds had been sent to district by 
Province as of the close of the period. Food distribution continued at a 
high level, with special emphasis placed upon refueees. Relocation of 
refugees is less than satisfactory, with only 50,000 piasters being actually 
distributed during the month although approval for nearly 6oo,ooo$VN exists. 
A joint USOM-.MACV effort during the month resulted in four hairlip children 
getting operations to improve their appearance . 



.July 31, 1965 

GIA Dillli (26) 

Increased VC activity in Binh Chanh and Thu Due districts has caused a 
deterioration in security. 

The economic situation throughout Gia Dinh province is in a state of flux. 
There are indications of hoarding and inflation despite government measures 
against rice profiteers and speculators. Offireial rice prices have increased 
on the average of 45$VN, making it 700$VN per 100 kgs and the black market 
price has passed l,OOO$VN per kgs. Taxi fares have sky-rocketed and a great 
increase in prostitution has been noticed in Go Vap. The prospect of a l ar ge 
increase in American personnel is creating conditions for speculation. There 
is a large influx of refugees, creatins potentially serious problems in the 
province. GVN has directed the province t o provide facilities for the ref'ugees 
and has directed USOM to provide commodities. There is concern that if the 
military situation continues to deteriorate that l arge numbers of troops and 
refugees would be falling back into Gia Dinh pr ovince, creating an almost 
insurmountable burden on the provincial gover:unent. Thought is beine; given 
to significantly increased production of vee;etables in Hoc Mon and Go Vap 
districts, utilizing technical advice from th~ Chinese technicians. 

To date the provincial JUSPAO representative ~as been operating in Gia Dinh 
without coordinating his efforts with the pro·vl.nce chief, sector advisor, 
or the USOM representative. Many of the VIS cadre are seeking new jobs 
because of the low su..laries they receive. 

\ : •, 
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July 31, 1965 

BIEN HOA (27) 

The political situation remains constant with no discernable trends. 

On 8 July a government decree was issued which tranferred to Bien Hoa Province 
f'rom Phuoc Thanh Province the District of Tan Uyen and one half the District 
of Hieu Liem. The one and one half Districts were consolidated into a new 
expanded T~n ~.Uyen District. As this District is located in zone D, there 
will be a problem . of shipping commodities and supplies by road , 

The security situation remains relatively unchanged. Arrival on 14 July of 
the 2nd Brigade, 1st US Infantry Division in the urea along route 1-A north~ 
east of route #15 precipitated a .fair amount cf acti:vity for the f~t four or 
five days after which the situation quieted dcwn. The brigade lost six killed 
arrl about 25 wounded during the early settling in period but quickly cleared 
the area and seized the initiative. 

The purchase of a good grade of rice remains cifficult in the public markets. 
The price of poor grade rice has gone from 6$VN to 9$VN per kilo during the 
past month and the price of pork has advanced about ten percent. Charcoal 
has gone f'rom 3 to 5$VN per kilo. The economy is afflicted with creeping in
flation which is hurtine the little man. Housing is in very short supply and 
there are indications of the most flagrant cases of rent gouging by local and 
absentee landlords where Americans . are involved. This matter will be discussed 
with the Province Chief with a view to correcting this situation by means of 
increased taxation on ~ents or whatever other methods might be employed. 

One of the most productive aril. informative conferences ever held in this 
Province was on 6 July when representatives of the Central Rural Reconstruction 
Council f'rom Saigon visited Provincial officials in Bien Hoa. Not only were 
budgetary and other matters solved but equally important was the fact that the 
Saigon representatives spoke with a good deal of authority which was not over
ruled or watered down by GVN in Saigon. These :r:Eetings are scheduled quarter
ly and are extremely useful. The Prov Rep suggests that changes in personnel 
of the team be kept to a minim.um as the .complicated nature of the program 
requires a depth of knowledge which can only be acquired by experience, 
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July 31, 1965 

PHUOC TUY (28) 

The political situation in the province remains fairly stable in spite . 
of increased VC activity, especially along Hwy #15 end in or neor the provin
cial capitol. Although several of the minor GVN officials ere quite apprehen
sive about the situation most of the top GVN officilos ore exhibiting o coln 
exterior. All in all the political situation is surprising coln. 

The security situation hos deteriorated in some areas and improved in others. 
The security situation in the districts of Due Thonh and Xuyen Moc continues 
to reooin critical os only the district towns (capitals) are under GVN control. 
All roods leading into the district capitols of Due Thanh and Xuyen Moc are 
cut and under VC control. The area south of Dot Do to Phuoc Hai is nore in
secure thon it wos o month ogo. On the p~ sitive side, increased use of provin
cial control operations with several successes hos increased the security in 
oreos of Long Le district, Long Dien and portions of Dot Do districts. The 
unsuccessful attempt of the VC to infiltrate or attack Bcrio hos increased 
troop morale. Too, air strikes in the province with operational successes in 
Xuyen Moc and Due Thanh districts hos further li~ed troop and general popula
tion morale, however, this moy be a pit into which the GVN often stunbles (a 
win at Dot Do in December and o huge loss at Binh Gia afterwords). 

The price of oll commodiiies ond foodstuffs have risen since the so-called 
rationing ond price control measures were put into effect. The cutting of 
Hwy #15 hos caused on economic pinch on inconing supplies and out-going market
ings of fish. Much of the economy of this province is based upon the fishing 
industry, and the cutting of Hwy #15 hos stopped the flow of this col.:llllodity to 
the Saigon narkets. Huwever, ns of July 27th, the rood was cpen ogoin, for 
how long we will hove to wait and see. 

Social/Psychological trends ore slightly nore positive than a nonth ago. The 
villagers of Phuoc Hai, over-run by the VC and re-token by GVN forces the 
following doy with o large nur:iber of VC killed, hos mode this village euen 
no re pro-GVN. 

The over-all situation in the province is one of slightly ioproved security 
in ond around the province capitol with the rest of the province about the 
some os lost nonth. However, the ec:::.noJ.."lic picture is darker with more diffi
culties to come. 

The open-nindedness of the Budget Review Tenn was nost refreshing, ond it was 
o pleasure to work with the Tenn nenbers. The principal of making decisions 
on the spot is one of the strong points of the Teou. 

over/ ••• 
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July 31, 1965 

PHUOC TUY (cont'd) 

Approximately ::me thousand (1,000) families hove indicated o desire to move 
into the province in the Le Voi area. However, this group wos to be led 
by o retired army officer and a request hod been made to the Centrol Rural 
Reconstruction Coilllilittee and to IIICTZ. 

This group would provide youths for PF to provide security in the area. 
However, it wos learned that CT3 III Corps bod turned aowo this request. 
This is unfortunate os land is avniloble in tbe area where they wish to 
relocate, the fooilies could stnrt a new life, and the strengthened PF could 
provide security for the new village and for Provincinl Rond #44. 

., 
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July 31, 1965 

VUNG TAU Special Zone (28A) 

Lt.C'.:>1. Quang hns replaced Lt.C:::il. Cnnh ns Mc.'1yor of Vung Tciu, ond first 
impressions ore favorable. Lt.Col. Quang nppeors c:::ioperative ond willing 
in his new capacity, and it is expected that pr:::igress on the J:m Program will 
pr:::igress nore rapidly under his guidance. 

The security situation continues to improve. 

Interdiction of Hwy #15 by the VC hns caused economic inflation in Vung Tau. 
The price of foodstuffs hos gone up greatly with the exception of fish which 
is caught locally. However, even the fish market has suffered due to lack of 
means ::if tronsp:::irt fish and other seofQods to the Saigon market. Some fish 
was transported to Saigon via WQter, but the noin means of transporting fish 
is by truck over Hwy #15. Total tonnage of fish caught during the report 
period was 950 tons, which is about 200-250 tons less than normal. An apparent 
renson for this is lock of fuel for the fishing fleet for appr:::ixi1:10tely one 
week. 
The lack of tourists hos affected the ec:::inomy cs hos the inodequnte supply 
of beer to be served to the servicemen. During the past week most of the 
local bars have remnined cl:::ised due to this shortage. 

In spite '.:>f traffic being interru~ted on Hwy #15 by the VC the spirit of 
the inhcbitnnts of Vung Tau hns reraoined high. The rood was re-opened on 
July 27, 1965. 

., 
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July 31, 1965 

GO CONG (29) 

It is estimated at least eighty percent all people, favor GVN as opposed 
to VC. Inhabitants of Go Cong are politically passive - no organized po:hi
tical attitudes, no discernible religious dissension, and officials are on 
good terms with all segments society (weak link i s village level where it is 
difficult to induce good men to come forward for fear of VC retribution). 
Provincial Citizen's Council formally installed and first session held to 
elect chairman. You#er GVN officials, doubt as to how effective on useful 
it will be as incumb/nts are old men, passive, and seemingly not too bright 
nor articulate. However, they themselves seem serious in assuming position.s. 
It does represent some progress in establishing what one might call a "poli
ticall base". Province Chief intends to give full cooperation and try to 
make the system work. Province now conducting two week training course 
for fifty hamlet committee members - periodic training program for rural 
officials as they elected in newly pacified hamlets CUSOM presents two hours 
on U.S. Aid to VN). In sumn1ary, there appears to be a steady - strengthening 
of peoples' confidence in local GVN, and the GVN is making reasonably effective 
efforts in political field to gain suppott, VC incidents decreased some fifty 
percent during month . ... However, last two weeks saw marked increDse to include 
two incidents of harass ing mortar fire on Go Cong City - 20 and 31 July. First 
incident 14 killed some 50 injured and 54 homes destroyed; second incident 
reported 7 injured, no significant property damage. Also, on 3 July District 
town of Hoa Tan (Tan Nien Tay) received haras sing mortar fire. In addition, 
last two weeks SDW nmrked increase in VC killings (more than ten) of pro-GVN 
people (rural o~ficials, objectors to VC activities, etc.). This indicative 
VC reverting to terrorist rrethods in attempt prevent peoples' steady swing 
towards GVN. 

Prices inched up somewhat, no panic among population but noticeable concern. 
Construction and commercial activity remains r easonably sound. Some shortages 
of foodstuffs reported - due to drought, incre .'.:l sed population Go Cong City, 
but no serious affect on people as yet. Drought caused loss of early-season 
rice crop - how~ver, not too serious as relative small hectErage. 

Social welfare activities began to function and react more effectively (refugees 
being handled decently, relocation payments being made, and assistance in kind 
to destitude families being carried out quite satisfactorily~. Government
sponsored programs of schools, water cisterns, self-help projects, electrifica
tion, etc., has and is having its impact on psychological attitude of people 
in favor of GVN. In summary, GVN socinl welfare work and economic improvement 
among people have improved social well-being, and has won friends for the 
Government. 

over/ ••• 
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July 31, 1965 

GO CONG (cont'd) 

Ministry and rural reconstruction programs considered unsatisfactory are: 
(1) rural health, (2) youth and sports, (3) NACO, (4) public administra
tion, (5) public works (electrification/roads and bridges) (6) fishery, 
(7) psywar information, and (8) an unsatisfactory pay scale, promotion 
opportunities, civil service status, etc., for our front line cadre. 

,• 
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July 31, 1965 

LONG AN (30) 

The Provincial Magistrate, estimated that the local situation is stabili
zing. His judgment was based on the fact that during the past year the 
Long An legal docket of civil cases has increased considerably and that cases 
axe corning into the provincial c~urt in increasing numbers and from greater 
distances from the provincial city. This encouraging trend indicates an im
proving confidence in the goverrunent on the part of the local populace. 

The security situation in long An can best be discribcd as uholding its 
own". Although there has been no significant C:cterioration in the security 
situation, there evidence of an apparent increase in Viet Cong strength 
within the province. 

Seasonal aericulture activity is getting into full swing. Harvesting of the 
early rice crop is expected to begin within three weeks. Some early rice 
crop damage from insects has been noted. The provincial plant protection 
service is endeavoring to cope with this problem with the assistance of the 
asst. Prov.Rep. and an entomologist from USOM Agriculture Division. Numerous 
malpractices in the use of insecticides and i~ the sale of associated chemi
cals on the part of corrnnercial dealers have been discovered. This problem 
was being studied. Light industry of the handicraft and lightly mechanized 
variety is :flourishing throughout the pr ovince both in "secure areas", and 
in some instances, in Viet Cong tlominated are;J.S. Duck raising, a major agri
culture effort in Long An, is flourishing as vhe season progresses. Approx
imately four and one-helf million were produced during the past season. Rice 
milling has begun anew in the 109 mills of th·~ province. This activity is 
significant since most mills have been idle during the past four to five 
months. The inflationary trend in cost of labor and building continues. It 
is estimated that costs of l abor and building mater~als are up from 25% to 
50% since the first of the current calendar year. An example of this situa
tion is the cost of school construction. School classrooms which were built 
for 50,000$VN at the first of the year can no longer be accomplished at that 
price. Contractors cannot be found who will bid on projects of this nature 
under existing circumstances. 

In conjunction with the apparent increase in Viet Cong strength in the 
province, there has been an associated increase in air activity and the use 
of artillery. These activities have created a situation whereby large 
numbers of people are seeking refuge in district towns and population centers 
on the fringes of these 1'free zones". Generally speai<"..ing, these "part time 
refugees" will come to the district towns of Ben Luc and Thu Thua via sam
pan and small junk boats in the evening and remain overnight. 

over/ ••• 
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July 31, 1965 

LONG AN (cont 1 d) 

During daylight hours they return to their farming and fishing endeavors 
in their villages. The total number of these individuals is difficult to 
estimate, but the count may go as high as five thousand. The Social Welfare 
Director, USOM representative, District Chiefs and others are attempting 
to work out an assistance program for these prople. 

Generally speaking, USOM projects and programs are progressing satisfactorily. 
The most significant deficiency is in the area of classroom construction 
under the 1965 budget program, where the funds allocated are inadequate. 
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J"hly 31, 1965 

KIEN TUONG (31) 

No new political activity has been evident during the past nonth. Relations 
between the Province Chief and religious sects shows some small improvement. 
In the past month he visited both Buddhists and Cao-Dai priests. There 
exists the possibility of some clashes between newly imported Hoa-Hao CI!G 
troops and locals in Tuyen-Nhon District. The Province Chief visited that 
area recently with the hope of forstalling any incidents. Relationships 
between the Province Chief and the LIBD Commander are good. 

Newly elected numbers of the Provincial Council assumed office on July 12, 1 

1965, right after their election. The chairman of the group is Mr. Nguyen
Huu-Duc, the Viee-Chairman, Mr-. Phan-Xuan-Tung and Secretary, Mr. Pham-Van-
Anh. They have been taking part in our bi-weekly Rural Reconstruction meetings, 
also give speeches and attend most official functions. They do not however, 
seem to have much power. The Province Chief has shown them every courtesy 
and provided, them an office in the Provincial Capital. According to the 
Chairman, at ' present their work has been confined to setting up their office 
and soon they would be going out to get first hand information of what the 
people want and relay this to the Province Chief. He mentioned further that 
on August 9, 1965, their duties and activities would be discussed in a meeting 
thus making ~heir work assignments very clear. We hope on our next "heli
copter day" to ta~e them around the Province so as to further acquaint them 
with USOM 1 s role in the Province. This invitation has been extended to their 
office and copies of "The United States Assistance Program in Viet Nam" in 
Vietnmnese has been given them ~or their perusal. 

The security situation during the past month has been mixed. There have been 
increased minings and stopping of civilian buses in Kien-Binh District. This 
would include traffic on Route 29 and the La Grange canal. In this District, 
there has been a notable deterioration in security along the canal. For any 
real security in this area, large scale operations on a Division level south 
of the canal are necessary. Small scale patrolling along the canal has been 
notably lacking. This has been due in part to the present District Chief, 
Lt.~Le-van-Toan. He is being replaced in early August by Capt. Do-Tri-Mai 
from 7th Division. We hope with a new District Chief and promised increased 
interest from Division to see an improvement in this area. 

Twenty young boys between 11 to 15 years old were captured some time ago by 
the VC and later returned to their hamlet of Hun~-Nhuong. Some of them now 
create a great deal of disturbance during hamlet meetings. This hamlet is 
also in Kien Binh District. 

over/ ••• 
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·July 31, 1965 

KIEN TUONG (cont'd) 

The situation in the other three Districts has shown good improvement and 
we anticipate that the CIGD efforts at border surveillance and interdic
tion will continue to produce fringe benefits t o the pacification program. 

Prices for hasic commodities during the past month in Moc-Hoa were as 
follows: 

Rice 
Bread 
Pork 
Salt 
Sand 
Gravel 
Cement 
Hollow Brick 
Wood 

7.35 $VN per kilo (235$VN per gia) 
24 $VN per kilo 
50 $VN per kilo 
8 $VN per kilo 
480$VN per cubic meter 
l,150$VN per cubic meter 
2.40 per kilo (120$VN per bag 11Ha. Tien") 
l,80$VN each 
8,000$VN per cubic meter 

There are many programs in the fields of Agriculture, Fisheries, Animal 
Husbandry, roads, etc •• which are all favorabl .:y affecting the economy of the 
province. 

The general attitude seems to be increasingly towards the possibility of a 
government victory. These early signs must be cultivated as they are not 
strong enough yet to constitute a basic change in the people's methods of 
reacting. 

Provincial support for USOM sponsored programs is · very good particularly is 
the great support being given to all types of self-help projects. 

' . '• 
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July 31, 1965 

KIEN PHONG (32) 

The political situation remains unchnnged. The Provincial Council has t aken 
office but whether it is effective or not remnins to be seen. The Security 
situntion hns become a little more tense with n step up in VC harassments 
during the day and night, particularily in the Ki.en Van and Coo Lnnh Districts. 
The morning of July 29 a major VC action took place at the Regional Force 
Training Center about seven kms. north of Cao Lanh. The government losses 
included 34 Regional Force killed 22 wounded and 7 missing with 43 weapons lost. 
In conjunction with this attnck the VC mortared Cao Lanh with 10 t o 20 rounds 
of 60mm mortar and destroyed a bridge between the Traning Center and Cao Lanh. 

The Porvince is facing a dilemna r egarding the rice situation. A great quantity 
of rice has been already shipped illega lly from the Province and more will 
follow unless more stringent controls are used. Several plans are under con
sideration to be implemented by the Economy Service. They entail purchasing 
rice either at the officinl or th8 marret price and transporting it to Saigon 
to be sold at the official r ate. No firm instructions have been received 60 
this yet and the officials were to attend a meeting in Can Tho on 2 August 
to discuss the matter. A delegation of the Central Rural Reconstruction 
Council spent the morning of July 15 reviewing the Rural Reconstruction Budget. 
Though the results of the meeting have not been communicated there were no major 
changes except the Province is hopeful thnt funds will be granted for two 
markets, three large docking facilities, and some smaller docks as a part of the 
Provincial Development . Budget. 

The same problem exists that has executed f or over one year with regard to 
puahing the Pacification Progr am forward. The Province needs authorizations 
for additional Popular Forces. 

Present authorizations do not allow sufficient troops to guard bridges and other 
installations and to carry out of pacification as planned, In effect during the 
last year the province efforts have been directed toward holding what we have 
and keeping the VC off balance so they cannot attack in mass. 

Until there is a better understnnding of the need for PF in support of the 
Pacification Mission no further gains can be made in a small unit operation tYI>e 
of area. An ARVN Di vision cannot pacify and hold the ground the PF can. 
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July 31, 1965 

DINH TUONG (33) 

On July 11, General Thieu, Chief of State, addressed the population and 
announced thot recent elections in Vietnon hove no relationship to the true 
will of the people. This wos generally interpreted in My Tho us o death 
sentense for the Provincial Council ond confirmed the province Chief's decision 
to use the provincial council ns little os possible. Apart from the inaugura
tion cerenony at the end of June, the Provincial Council has received no signi
ficnnt attention and hos played no noticeable role in locnl affairs. 

Considerable activity surrounded the Province's prepnrntions for the July 20 
holiday. Psy Warfare was mobilized to produce banners and ARVN personnel were 
given the day off to participate in the der.ionstrn ti on. My Tho however, showed 
little interest in the ceremonies ond the denonstrators nur.ibered n bnre 3,000. 
Apart :f:ron planting flogs, banners and distributing n larger number of "Ap Boe" 
them: usual, the Viet Cong mode no particular oppeornnce during the holiday. 

The local opinion of the Ky regine continues to be "wait ond see". But as few 
of the revolutionary pronises have been kept, little of the new regioe's appa
rent enthusiasm hns reached My Tho and the population appears increasingly con
vinced that they will not benefit fron the new government . 

However, on July 27, province sur:irnoned all provincial offi~iols to announce in 
closed session that an investigatory teon, specially charged by t:re Ky govern
ment with investigating chnrges of corruption nnd malfeasance, will shortly 
arrive. An effective investigation teora could give substance to the government 
promises and perhaps favorably influence local opinion towards the regime. 

While the Viet Cong incident rote hos been lower than lost month, Viet Cong 
pressure hos been increasingly serious and the GVN decision to evacuate the Ha~ 
My ogroville area, forcing a flood o~ refugees, estinoted ot olnost 6,ooo, is 
a result of this pressure. Local VC battalions 261, 263, and 265 ore at full 
strength but following the death of the Viet Cong Province Chief and sever.al 
of his assistants and ARVN's substantial victory at Ap Bae III, Dinh Tuong 
enjoyed several weeks of rel£1tive quiet.. During the lust weeks of the month 
VC incidents substantially increased culminating in the attacks of July 24, 
and the destruction of two bridges at the western end of route #4. This result
ed in o teoporary but serious dislocation in cor.Jr.lunications ond the QOVement 
of goods. 

Prices in important sectors of agricultural production rose above those for 
June. Milled rice, for exanple, sold for $VN 795 to VN$ 903 per 100 kilos os 
compared to June $VN731 to $VN858, while paddy remained roughly the sm~e, 
($VN 91 to $VN 108 in June to $VN 88 to $VN 109 per 40 kilos in July). 

over/ ••• 
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July 31, 1965 

D.:rnH TUONG (cont ' d) 

To some extent the increase in prices was matched by an increase in earnings
principally from higher prices in the Saigon narket. Soles of market pigs 
for example to Saigon and other orens increased three fold during the month 
from nbout 3,000 to 6,ooo. 

Normal -rannufactured imports, cotton goods, sugar, condensed milk, nnd construc
tion materials did not increase at os high a rot ::: , with the result thnt the 
increases in prices were limited to city dwellers nnd profit.=.s effected the 
peasantry. 

There nre no changes to report in the nUI:J.ber of locnl industries. 

There has been no general change in the psychological situation since July 1, 
though recent goverl1r:lent diciaions to increase ARVN pay rotes have inproved 
ARVN norale. As usual psychological attitudes vary widely f'rom locale to 
locale and GVN successes or reverses generally effect only fm~ilies and nrens 
directly involved. 

Province will in the nenr future begin to collect detailed dnta on attitudes nnd 
the psychological situation due to the presence of on effective Hnmlet survey 
tenm and an increasing number of Census Grievnnce Cndre. In the lotter category 
seventeen are already in the field and twenty i n training. 

USOM supported programs continued to nave slowl y during the month of July. The 
tardy progress can be principally attributed to province's reluctance to use 
impress funds to stir:lulate projects at the local level and local reluctance to 
begin new projects with only a promise for reinbursenent. The situation was 
troubled further by the Rural Rec::instruction budget review neeting on July 7 
when the budgets of several provincial ae:dculturnl ser:1 i'ces were cut in half. 
To compound difficulties, no written instructions confirning budget changes 
have yet to rench the effected services farcing them not only to cut back 
activities but leaving then reluctant to replan progrmas. 

The sharp rise in refugees, beginning about July 17, hns token nuch of USOM/ 
Dinh Tuong's tine and attention but inspection of seli'-help and school cons
truction sites has proceeded and the foundations are being laid for progress 
in cooing nonths. 
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July 31, 1965 

KIEN HOA ( 34 ) 

The newly elected Provincial Council met for the first time during the 
week July 12-16 after having been presented to Provincial Officials and 
Notables at a buffet dinner in the Provincial Meeting Hall on July 14. The 
Province Chief has expressed approval of the Council and on numerous occasions 
voiced his intention to utilize the Council in Provincial Administration and 
in relations with the public. A large ceremony and parade on July 20 included 
public manifestations of loyalty by hamlet units and two platoons of the 
armed propaganda team. Col. Khoi' s committee met with Province Officials 
on July 9, but added very little of value to the Provincial Reconstruction 
Budget. 

The security situation remains unchanged with no large VC attacks reported and 
few government initiatives, although small VC incidents have statistically 
risen during July. The number of Qui Chanh has doubled to 41. 

The economic situation has changed little from l ast month. The rains are still 
inadequate and only one fifth of the land planted in early season rice last 
year, has been planted this year (2000 hectares rather than 10,000). The 
seedbeds for the more important mid-season rice (about 40,000 hectares) were 
planted at the beginning of the third week of July two or three weeks later 
than· usual. It is too early to predict the harvest since transplanting, and 
the need for even greater-quantities of water will be necessary in August and 
September. 

First quality white rice 25% broken is selling for 845$VN for 100 kilos. In 
the first 7 months of this year, 3,592 tons of paddy were shipped to Saigon 
compared with 4928 during the same period last year. During July some 87 
commercial water pumps were sold after restrictions and licensing procedures 
on the purchase of pumps were eased. However, the local supply of pumps 
are still not adequate in view of the need for water. Both Province and the 
CRRC are bogged down in attempts to aid the farmers in irrigating their 
dry fields. 

The morale of the people is still • :airly high, Psywar efforts are marginal, 
a condition that is not helped by the lack of attention paid to this province 
by JUSPAO of 7th Div. area. A Chieu-Hoi Newsletter is being published for 
air drop Eighty five thousand of these were dropped in July. 
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J"J.ly 31, 1965 

KIEN HOA (34) (cont'd) 

Of the 3600 trans-aire rad~o sets distributed to Kien-Hoaathis spring cash 
has been received for 2521 with cash expected for the raminder from already 

" approved applicants within the next two weeks • USOM Kien-Hoa strongly 
supports the recent Provincial Committee's decision to request 7,000 addi· · 
tionnl radios. 

Other USOM programs are progressi-ng satisfactorily although province officials 
are . reluctant to obligate program funds for self-help projects and no fmnds 
have been spent for this activity. As a result USOM has cut the distribution 
of commodities greatly until money is made available for Self-Help. 

Relocation payment is a particularly mixed program and figures are difficult 
to obtain. It appears that large amounts of money are paid out with little 
control and to people who are questionable relocatees • 

. _....., . .,.' 
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July 31, 1965 

VINH BINH (35) 

On July 9, a Cambodian pagoda in Tra Cu district was bonbed by VNAF planes 
who were attempting to hit a nearby VC concentration. Two oonks were killed 
and seven _injured, as well as some civilian casualties. The VC district 
cor;nnittee took advantage of this event to pronpt the monks and Cambodian 
population to demonstrate against the GVN and the US. The monks first claimed 
that the planes were US-piloted, but the province chief refuted this argument. 
The monks then claimed that the bombine; was deliberate. The Provincial 
Cor.:iraittee held an emergency meetine; to discuss und analyze the nature of the 
problem, and approved an inden.nification of lOO,OOO$VN plus the necessary 
roofine; and cEment for the repair of the pagoda. The Committee also decided 
to visit the pae;oda. Due to the security situation, the trip was only to the 
nearest crossroads, where a meeting was held. No agreement was reached at 
this meeting, but subsequently Public Works viewed the damae;es and submitted 
an estimate of 310,000$VN (plus labor, to be supplied by Public Works). On 
the 28th, the Province Chief nnd the senior MACV advisor visited the pagoda, 
and the oonks then repeated their charges that the bombing was not accidental 
aPd demanded 4,ooo,ooo$VN to build an entirely new pagoda. Despite the inter
vention of the Theraveda Me Kon (chief monk in the province), the two sides 
have not reached agreement, and it is possible that the monks will carry 
their 11grievance 11 to Saigon. 

During July, the VC planned to organize an anti-US demonstration ag\nst the 
air raids held durin~ the month in Cau Ke and other districts. A VC sabotage 
Jlnn to blow up 2 bridges on road ://:{ was discovered, but too late. In addi
tion, a VC plan to destroy the observation plane at Phu Vinh airport was 
also discovered and security measures were taken. 

The security situation during July was more or less the sane as in previous 
months. Notable VC activities during the month were the following: 
1) VC guerilla activities and acts of terrorism occured in Cau Ke, Vung Liem 
ffi'ieu Can, Cau Ngong and Tra Cu districts. 2) Road mining and blockades con
tinued during July in all districts. 3) Van Choy, VC leader and member of an 
assassination teom, was arrested in Tra Vinh. Important military, air, 
and naval operations were conducted durine; the month to counteract VC acti
vities. 

There is a marked tendency to an increase in prices of all imported commodities 
and produce, indicating a continued inflationary trend. 

over/ •• 
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VINH BINH (cont'd) 

Rice Status, July, 1965: 

July 31, 1965 

Paddy rice exported in July ··-------------------------
Paddy rice exported in June --------------------------
Total paddy exported, Jan. 1 to July 25, 65 ------

Paddy Rice Prices (20 kilos): 
1st Quality: 
2nd II II 

3rd II II 

Polished Rice Prices (lOOkg): 
1st Quality: 
2nd II t: '1 
3rd II II 

Official 
90$VN 
80$VN 
65$VN 

Official 
741$VN 
671 
601 

Provincial 
820$VN 
710 
650 

781.1 M/T 
1724 II II 

10083 II II 

Market 
105$VN 

97 
74 

Market 
llOO$VN 

900 
700 

Compared to June, there was a great decline in rice exports: 943 tons less in 
July. The total expected paddy rice exports for 1965 is 69,373 metric tons. 
The Economic Service reports that there are presently 12,481 tons of paddy 
and 213 tons of polished rice left in the secure areas of the province. About 
5CJ'/o of the paddy in Vinn Binh is under VC control. 2~ of this has been 
exported to other province or to Indonesia by the VC. The VC control 13,800 
tons of paddy in Cang I.ong, 3,400 in Vung Lieill , 3,830 in Tra On 

The iraplementntion of USOM projects under the Rural Reconstruction Budget for 
1965 continued at a slow pace during July. The main reason for the slow 
progress has been slowness in releasing funds allocated for the various 
projects. The district chiefs tend to submit requests for the release of 
funds very late. Talks with the officials co~cerned have been held in an 
attempt to solve this problem. 

I 
•I 
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Ju:!.y 31, 1965 

VINH LONG (36) 

The political scene remained quiet in July• The various pronouncements 
issuing from Saigon were greeted for the nost part with a "we've heard it 
before" attitude and the initial convening of the recently-elected Provincial 
Council met similar apathy, based in this instance on a pretty realistic 
recognition of the extremely linited powers -- both budgetary and policy
making -- vested in that body. 

Security showed a minuscule overall improvement in July, continuing a barely 
perceptible "trendlet" begun in May. 

Consumer prices of staple commodities continued to inch upward in July as they 
have for several months . Building materials, particularly wood (double or more 
the 19(4 price), bricks, sand and gravel remain sky high, principally as the 
result of VC tax levies and outright interdiction, and are a continuing cause 
of concern vis-a-vis GVN-USOM construction projects. Lack of rainfall in July 
resulted in postponement of paddy transplnating in many areas of the province. 
August is generally written off here as a dry month nnd farmers are pinning 
their hopes on September. If the September rains fall to materializ~, the 
Vinh Long paddy crop may be in serious trouble. 

Apart from the building materials pinch ment ioned above, USOM programs conti
nue to move ahead with good progress. 
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July 31, 1965 

AN GIANG (37) 

An estimated crowd of 50,000 people gathered at Trung Vuong Square in the 
provincial capital to mark the National Rancor Day, July 20 (partition of 
the country as a result of the 1954 Geneva Agreement signed by the VietMinh). 
Speeches were delivered by Representatives of Refucees from Corm:nunism, the 
Provincial Council and the Province Chief, exhorting the population to soli
darity to fight against Communism. 

At the same time, in on obvious attempt to com.~emorate the same day, tae VC 
have had some separate political propaganda activities, - propaganda exhorting 
the population to participate in VC guerilla warfare, urging the population 

·to request an end to mopping-up operations, propaganda fomenting hatred against 
Americans,; •• - however their efforts did not succeed to create any influence 
over the population. 

The VIS, Chieu Hoi, Rural Political Cadre have been doing a good job spreading 
the GVN anti-communist policy lines. Apparently, there was no serious dispute 
among the various political organizations or religious groups in the province. 

Thanks to the GVN awareness and efforts, the VC have entirely failed in their 
attempt to sabotage and t o disturb security and order in the province on the 
occasion of July 20. Their harassments against remote hamlets and outposts 
did not cause any significant loss. Me8nwhile, the GVN military mopping up ope 
operations and ambushed have stopped meny of the VC sobversive designs and 
have brought more families to more secure areas in the province. The im~roved 
security situation has permitted and facilitated fhe performance of various 
rural development projects. 

In the low fields, the floating rice is growing steadily with the water that 
starts flowing in from the riviers. However, in the hilly fields, the rice 
and secondary crops are not so promising due to irregularity of rains. 

The livestock breeding is at :its normal rate, so are the fisheries. 

The handicraft activities slowed down as the result of the rains. 

Commerce arrl trade decreased. The buying power was reduced because the harvest 
season is over. There was a shortage of construction materials: cement, roofing, 
and lumber. 

Transportation by road and river between Saigon and the province wns much 
hindered by VC sabotage on bridges and highways and also by the delay of GVN 
Navy escort ships. 

over/ ••• 
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July 31, 1965 

AN GIANG (cont'd) 

The paddy price was slightly reduced, but still higher than the authorized 
price ('11/70 to 75 per gia as against 't1 65 authorized). 3,000 MT of paddy 
were shipped to Saigon during the month. A remaining total of 7,000 MT was 
expected to be shipped out ~; province during the coming months. 

An important policy document was published by the Hoa Hao recenly. This paper 
outlined policies and stated doctrine with regards to attitude toward small 
splinter religious, political groups of the Hoo Hao Religion. In general, it 
can be stated that the paper is an attempt to consolidate the group under 
"Central Hoa Hao Buddhism" ond eliminc1_te the political splinters or party 
groups. (This document is available in Vietnamese and English summary in the 
Office of Provincial Operations). 

The Province Chief of An Giang has recently prepared a plan for the complete 
pacification of the Delta Area. This plan has been distributed through mili
tary channels, and although in detail the plan is classfied, its general con
cept can be summarized without danger of compromise of the overall plan. The 
overall concept is based on exploiting the religious political cohesiveress of 
the Hoa Hao people, the success of which is evidenced by the security situation 
in An Giang Province. The plan calls for the activation of a Hoa Hao Division 
to pacify the six semi Hoa Hao provinces surrounding An Giang, and subsequnent
ly moving the Division East to pacify other provinces, while using Regional 
Forces to secure the area. The plan has some merit, based on past performance 
of complete Hoa Hao control in An Giang, however it is problematical whether 
it will be accepted by the GVN Military and Central Government because of 
their inherent fear of the Hoa Hao and their influence in the Government. 

r 
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July 31, 1965 

KIEN GIANG (38) 

The political situation in this province showed an improvement this month. 
On July 31, Prime Minister - Air Vice Marshall Ky, Chief of State Thieu, and 
Defense Minister GO visited Kien Giang . General KY delivered a speech in 
Kien Tan District. The vis_ ting delegation was very warmly received by a 
crowd of over 10,000 persons. This visit undoubtedly gained popular support 
for the National Government. 

The security situation appears to be slightly i mproved. This can be attri
buted to a l ack of VC action r ather than to positive measures t aken by GVN 
forces. However, air strikes by VNAF and USAF planes continue to be effective. 
VC hnrassments remained at a low level during the month. One hamlet chief 
and one VIS district chief were killed by VC. 

The general economic situation remains fairly good. Some disturbing infla
tionary trends, however, have been noted. 

The price of lumber increased from 6,000$ to 7,000 per cubic meter during the 
month. Sand and grovel increased 20$ per cubic meter. As of this writing there 
is no sweetened condensed milk available in this province. 

Local importers believe that this milk is being hoarded in Cholon and Saigon. 

The Social/Psychological situation appears to have improved slightly over 
the reporting period. The visit of Generals Ky, Thieu and Co demonstrated 
to the local population that the National Government was indeed concerned 
with their welfare. The decrease in VC activity also had a slight positive 
psychological impact on the population. 

Progress of USOM projects under the Rural Reconstruction budget continues 
generally satisfactory. 

..... . -



Jul y 31, 1965 

CHUONG THIEN (3~) 

There were no significant changes in the political situation except that 

the Hoa Hao are sure to becane stronger as there is now a Hoa Hao Province 

Chief. 

The security situation has not improved. The military farces are being used 

to the mrucimum, but the progress is slow, The VC still have the capability 

to control a large portion of land area in the province. 

No change had been observed on the economic situation in view of the security 

problem. People can work, only in areas where adeqm te security is maintained. 

There had been slow improvement in the psy-war effort. VIS personnel are 

spending more time at the hamlet level. 

The Province Chief has a number of USOM supported programs in the planning 

stage if he .follows through with them there will be a big improvement in 

Chuong Thien province. 

..~ ,, 
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July 31, 1965 

PHONG DINH (40) 

On 19 July, Mr. Phan Thong Luong, Chairman of the Provinci al Citizens 
Council, stated that the first increment of 1,500 Hoa Hao had been recruited 
as authorized by the personal letter he received signed by Prime Minister Ky. 
The letter stipulated that this farce would be integrated into the Provincial 
forces. 

Indications are that the preponderance of Hoa Hao on the Provincial Citizens 
Council, and the evident creation of a military force may eventually lead 
to Hoa Hao control of key provinces and a possible ultimate control of the 
entire delta may be forthcoming. 

There has been no reported change in the strength of Local Force (LF) VC 
units in this Sector. Intelligence reports continue to state that the VC 
recruitment or forced draft of men between the ages of 18 and 35 in insecure 
and contested areas of the Sector continue unabated. Unconfirmed reports 
state that the VC recruitments and training program over the past three months 
is designed to furnish replacements for VC units in II and III Corps Tllctical 
Zones. The single indicator that the LF VC in this Sector may be furnishing 
troops for units in the North is the fllct that the VC continue to initiate 
light harassing attacks on outposts r ather than risk losses in direct attacks. 
There has been no significant GVN countermeasures which would have prevented 
such heavier attacks if the VC had desired to ititiate them and accept 
casualties. 

Unless effective GVN countermeasures are taken, the VC will continue their 
patient harassment of OP's and installations with the intent of demoralizing 
the defending troops and weaning the populati on away from GVN. The VC can 
also be expected to continue bold efforts such as those demonstrated during 
the past month. 

The recent decree on price control promulgated by the National Government, 
has influenced stabilization of heretofore spiraling commodity prices. Sample 
prices obtained from merchants generally conform to those established by the 
government . 

The Province Chief has indicated that he will di~ect the export of 6,ooo tons 
of paddy to Saigon form provincial rice millers in compliance with provisions 
of contract "D". This agreement entered into by the Ministry of National 
Economy and local rice millers, guarantees that a minimum number of tons of 
paddy will be exported from the province annually, and at a minimum price per 
ton established by the government~ The minimal figure will vary depending upon 
the estimated harvest. 

over/ ••• 
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PHONG DINH (cont 1 d) 

Construction of permanent type housing and commercial buildings continues at 
a high rate in two districts in the province. 

Two representatives from SONADEZI (National Company for Developing Industries) 
visited provincial officials to complete initial surveys for an industrial site, 
with the ultimate view of establishing light industries in the Can Tho area. 
Tentative sites have been selected; feasibility and engineering studies are 
continuing. 

Population and Resources Control activities on the part of local Notional 
Police have shown a slight increase within the secure areas of CanTho and the 
five district towns. Recently, Dl Corps Military Police started srooll scale pop 
population and resources control activities in conjunction with the local 
National Police in the Province Capital area. 

Plans are being made1D coordinate the resources of the local National Police, 
DI Corps Military Police, and Sector RF/PF elements to project the population 
ar:d resources control program into the rural areas along major highways and 
waterways 

Two psywor missions were flown and a total of 124,ooo leaflets were air dropped 
on the dates and over the areas indicated below, loudspeakers were not utilized 
on the first mission due to fuigh aloft, and on the second mission mechanical 
failure prevented its use. Stock leaflets were used on both missions; however, 
on 22 July 65, 5,000 of the leaflets air dropped were mimeographed by the 
Sector Psywar Team describing a VC act of atrocity in Cai Tac during the 
evening of 21 July 1965. 

On 19 July, 65 VIS displayed at public places photographs denouncing VC atro
cities and acts of terrorism. The Youth Service held various athletic contests 
for students at the Youth Club, Phan Thanh Gian high school and Tho Nhon school. 
A camp-fire rally was held at the Tho Nhon school by students who participated 
in skits, dances, and other individual performances. 

On 20 July 65, at Christian and Buddhist place of worship, prayers were offered 
for those who were killed by VC, for peace, and unification of Vietnam. Stu
dents greeted a special aircraft benring the Republic of Vietnam National Flag 
when it stopped over in Can Tho on its trip to Ben Hai from Ca Mau. The Prov. 
Chief, other officials, and Quy Chanh from the Chieu Hoi Center participated in 
a ceremony decrying the division of Vietnam, and urging the unification of Viet
Nam with the expulsion of Communists. A duck c8tching contest was conducted on 
the Can Tho river. Ducks which were released bore tags with names of leaders in 
the VC and Communist hierarchy. Winners were determined by V8lues assigned to 
names each duck carried. In the evening before a large audience, competitors 
performed skits, drama, individual acts and orchestral presentations. The 
program concluded with the awarding of prizes. 
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July 31, 1965 

BA XUYEN (41) 

In a ceremony on July 8, Lt.Col. Nguyen Neoc Diep was installed as Province 
Chief of Ba Xuyen, replacing Col. Phom Van Ut) who was assigned to rv Corps 
Headquarters. Although the period of observa~ion of Lt.Col. Diep has been 
rather brief, he appears to be an experienced and aggressive individual who 
evidently requires minimum guidance in milita:~y affairs and who appears tp 
be receptive to susgestions regardine matters in which USOM has a more direct 
interest. He is firm in guiding his staff and demands effectiveness from 
each individual concerned. He has shown no h(!Sitation in e;etting out among 
the people, praising deserving indiViduals or hamlets, and offering guidance 
or assistance to others. Lt" Col. Diep is e;if.'ted with a pleasant and force
ful personality which has improved the esprit among all concerned with the 
advisory effort in Ba Xuyen. 

The overall economic situation remains satisfactory in Ba-Xuyen. Soc-Trang 
merchants decided to sell 17,350 tons of rice t o the Government under contract 
D. This is 5,350 tons more than the 12,000 tons required for Ba-Xuyen in the 
contract, and probably indicates both that the price was interesting and that 
Government threats have had some effect. 

However, the important problem of transport t o Saigon for this rice must be 
resolved. Shipments could be impeded by a shortase of junks, by long turn 
around times in Saigon, or by certain tax problems. 

A Ministry of Economics Official who came to Ba Xuyen to ask for continuing 
support and even more rice was told that if the Government wanted more it 
mi ght be able to get it if it offered another contract. 

The consensus here is that i:f/'the Government wishes to avoid future price 
increases and problems similar to the ones it has had this year, it must begin 
the next season in much stronger position in r 0spect to rice stocks. 

Viet Cong strength in the Province remained consistent during the past oonth. 
There were no large scale contacts between VC and GVN troops within the Pro
vince itself, and the slight decrease in total i ncidents (attacks, terrorism, 
sabotage, propaganda and anti-· aircraft fire) i s not considered to be signifi
cant. Purely military activities by the VC have been relatively low since 
the Soc Trang Provincial Battalion lost heavily in operations across the 
border in Bao-Lieu Province on May 13-14 and July 4. 

over/ •• 
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July 31, 1965 

BA XUYEN (cOn'd) 

New of further increases in U.S. Forces in Vietnam remained as the major · 
factor contributing to the improved psychological outloo~ du±ing July. 
Increases in salaries for the Armed Forces as well as the initiation of 
payments to relocatees have also improved morale among those who are bearing 
the brunt of the fighting, and the arrival of a vigorous new Province Chief . 
has been welcomed by all concerned. 

As noted last month , many USOM supported activities, particularly a broad 
spectrum of self-help projects, have lagged because of a shortage of materials. 
While there are indications that the situation will improve shortly, up to 
now this has slowed project approvals and has led already to a decision by the 
Budget Review Committee to reduce the number of self-help projects for Ba
Xuyen during 1965. 

On the other hand, July's report shows real progress in relocation and points 
up areas where we can exploit favorable developments. These favorable areas 
include (1) Hamlet Schools where the Province has requested Budget Review 
Committee (BRC) intervention in favor of 100 additional teachers (HST); 
(2) Roads and Bridges, where BRC intervention is also required for a l arger 
program; (3) Chieu Hai and (4) Animal Husbandry, where the BRC has appreciably 
increased the program possibiliies, (5) and RF/PF Housing. 
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July 31, 1965 

AN XUYEN (42) 

The security situation remains level - minor harassment but no major build 
up against GVN concentrations. On the GVI>T side very strong increase of 
air actions which from all appearances is affecting the VC permanent es
tablishments (training centers, industrial compounds) in An Xuyen. No 
repercussions among GVN civilians to this increased air activity has been 
notitt:'ed. 

An inte:resting detail of VC political action is a heightened "terror" campaign 
against the Q;uan-Long Province town, Tac-Van, which is under Capt. Nguyen
Van-Dan, Capt Dan has been energetically revamping the administration he inher
ited so that the GVN would become a more obvious and forceful factor in this 
pacified territory. Military activities as well as civil activities have 
been increased to a point which appears unbearable to the VC • . Since Capt Dan's 
reforms: 

On June 30 the pacification cadre chief was mined and killed by a VC 
squad, six others were injured. 

On July 8 an estimated VC platoon entered the Tac-Van market area, 
killed two sleeping civilians and wounded a PF soldier. 

On July 27 the VC electrically detonated a Hanoi-made claymore 
against a security detachment. Total casualties were nine killed and six 
wounded, no VC casualties known. 

All these actions seem in an effort to restore the cordial GVN-VC relation
ships that existed prior to Capt. Dan's efforts to tip over the apple cart. 
VC Economic blockade, designed against the GVN but not the people, continues. 

Social and psychological situation remains good. A greater percentage of the 
population of Camau is cheering to indicate faith in the GVN. This is an 
observation, no hard statistics are obtainable. District towns continue to 
hold their own, except for Nam-Can which is a steadily deteriorating situa
tion. We just do not haveihe security forces to relieve this town and as 
a result of the VC blockade its civilian population is down to about 280 
souls. 

USOM programs, going O.K. though Saigon support has been at times muddled. 

I 

j· 
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July 31, 1965 

BAC LIEU (43) 

The most significant political activity in Bae-Lieu is the activity of the 
Provincial Citizen's Council (Hoi-Dong Tinh). This council is presently 
making its' plans for what to do in Bae-Lieu. They are very anxious to 
discuss these plans with the USOM office, and in every way appear to be 
willing, even eager to cooperate with USOM. 

VC initiated incidents dropped almost 50% when compa7ad to June. Of the 41 
incidents, over half were in Gia-Rai district which lies astride National 
Highway #4 between Bae-Lieu and Ca-Mau. All in all, there has been an 
improvement in security here. 

Rice shipments have dwindled to 2-4 thousand tons per month. An export balance 
of approximately 30,000 tons remains in VC-controlled areas. Whether or not 
this rice finds its:way to Saigon is largely dependant on the VC. 

Among the people living in GVN-controlled areas there is a surprising degree, 
of understnading of what life is like under VC control. While in VC areas, 
or in contested areas, the people are unwilling to commit themselves to the 
GVN if their physical security cannot be assured. We need the element of 
security if we are to make any real progress, or hold what we already have. 

With an increase in transportation capability, the province should be able 
to proceed more rapidly in USOM-supported projects. Self-help is moving 
along much better than ever before. 60% of the 1965 hamlet schoola are under 
construction now. Teacher training is being well handled, and text book dis
tribution is underway. The first application for a rural electrification 
project has been submitted by Vinh-Trach village. Approval has been obtained 
for construction of a Provincial warehouse. A l,OOO,OOO$VN bridge repair 
project in Gia-Rai district has received tacit approval of the CRRC review 
team. In general, there is improvement in the effectiveness of the province 
in implementing USOM-sponsored programs. 
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July 31, 1965 

CHAU DOC (44) 

General popular support for the Government of Vietnrun continues to be 
present. Chenges in policy by the Saigon Government do not generally have 
serious ramifications on a popular level in Chau Doc. The establishment of 
the Provincial Council should increase the effectiveness of the Provinciai 
Government both with popular and inter-agency rapport. 

The secur:it{{ situation has not changed greatly VC operations have been limited 
in scope including only minor harassments and occas ional road mining. GVN 
operations have not established singificant contact with the VC GVN forces 
appear to be hampered by a feeling among tre leaders that a "no contact 
mission" is successful mission. The curfew which was originally set from 
11 PM to 5 AM has been modified to co:mr.:J.ence at 12 PM. 

There has been no great change in the economic situation and trends. The 
rice flow continues on a steady flow to Saigon. 

In Tan Chau , on July 21 anti-police riots took place. The situation apparent
ly developed after the police arrested a man for selling numbers slips. He 
was arrested in posessi:::m of 550$ nnd some nu.rnbers slips. He was questioned 
and released. TJ::e man then nlleged that he had been falsely arrested and 
that the police had taken 2,000$ from him. Tte man was subsequently re
arrested and put in jail where he was found l~ter with a mat over his face 
which wns covered with blood. While police sought medial attention the man 
escaped and his body was later found in the Mekong river. A local doctor 
established the cause of death as drowning. The blood previously found on 
the man's face had been caused by an attempt on his part to bite off his 
tongue. The population became aroused by the incident and :rioting ensued 
during the cou:r se of which one policeman was wounded £md one was killed. 
Police were ordered not to defend the area and the crowd eventually dispersed. 
Representativ es from Saigon and Cun Tho came to Tan Chau to investigate the 
incident. One Buddhist leader by the name of Chon-Nhu was appnrently ins
trumental in fomenting the rioting • . 

Since the incident the police in Tan Chnu have been rotated to other parts 
of the province and the situation now appear quiet. 

All USOM supp~rted programs are under implementation. There is an apparent 
tie-up in the release of moneys . Cormnodity shortnges threaten to cause s 
slow-down in activity and could cause a se±ious problem. 
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